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Gratifying Condition of Affairs in the

Territory Disclosed by the Governor
in His Communication-- It Shows That
New Mexico Is in the Best Condition
the Territory Has Ever Known and
That the People Are Entitled to and
Ready for Immediate Admission Into

i
That an election to vote $290,000 bonds for an adequate sewer system will be
held tomorrow, Tuesday, January 19.
REMEMBER, too, that a vote against the bonds is a vote against Greater
Albuquerque.
REMEMBER, loo, that a
vote is a vote against the bonds.
i

the Union.
'

GREAT
IT

l!i LEGISLATIVE

INTEREST

ASSEMBLY

Citizen News Hureau,
Palace Hotel, Santa Fe.)
Amid scone s of great enthusiasm
ind perfect hurminy the 3Sth legisd
lative assembly of Xt' Mexico
In regular
session here
ut noon today. Been use of the fact
that It will likely be the last territorial legislature there Is more than
usual Interest in the present session.
The council was the first body to organize and the chamber was packed
with spectators to witness the imposSecretary
ing ceremony. Territorial
Nathan Jaffa presided and administered the oath, of office to the members as the roll was called by E. F.
After taking
Ccard, his assistant.
the oath the members signed the roll
as follows:
Council.
f
Republicans K. F. Ciallegos, of
Colfax and Union; Juan Navarro, of
Taos and Mora; Charles A. Spices, of
Miguel;. M. C. Mechcm, of Ban
.Miguel. Quay and Guadalupe; Thomas
H. Catron of Santa Fe; P. Hanley, of
C. A. i!aca of Valencia
and McKinhy; Kstevan Buca, of Socorro and Sierra.
Democrats James X. Upton, of
Grant. Luna and Dona Ana; John Y.
Hewitt, of Otero, Lincoln and Torrance; W. D. Mcltee. of F.ddy, Chaves
and Rooseve'l.
Next in order was the election of
!i president.
In a neat speech Hon.
I. . H. Prince of Santa Fe county,
placed in nomination Hon. Charles A.
Spiess of San Miguel county, referring
to Mr. Spiess as New Mexico's veteran legislator and one who would preside with great credit over the sesSpiess
Mr.
sions of tin- council.
was elected by acclamation,
there
being no opposition. He accepted the
In nor with grateful thanks and assured his fellow members that he
would preside, over the august body to
the best of his ability.
by
Then followed the ratification
the council of the other caucus nominations of federal employes, as folW. F. lirogan, chief clerk; T.
lows:
P. Gable of Santa Fe county, sergeant
at arms; Apolonio Sena, San Miguel
engrossing
county, enrolling and
ilerk; Rev. Gabino Rendon, Santa Fe
county, Chaplin; Joe Gallegos, Socorro
county, messenger and Porferlo
of Valencia county, watchman.
The surprise In the corinciltnanic
rominatlons was the selection ol V.
F. Urrogan of Albuquerque as- chief
clerk. He was not a candidate, but
bis selection w as the result of a. compromise. The active candidates were
W. K. Martin of Socorro and George
Sena of Guadalupe county.
Following the organisation of the
I ouncll the House members were next
sworn in. Secretary Jaffa also administering the oath to them. Hon. K. A.
Miera of Sandoval county, was unanimously elected speaker; K. H. Sala-;.a- r
county, chief
Miguel
of San
clerk; S. Haca of Valencia county,
sergeant at arms, and Rev. A. Hessett
of Santa Fe county, chaplain.
The House organized with K. A.
Miera as speaker. Enrique Salazar of
clerk; Saturnino
1.41s Vegas as chief
Haea as sergeant at arms; Rev. A.
Hesset of Santa Fe as chaplain. The
election of Mr. Miera as speaker was
unanimous. He had been agreed on
In caucus yesterday and there was
Mr.
iot the slightest opposition.
Mlera's past experiences will enable
him t ) perform his duties with abilAltimiui
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The list of members follows:
House.
Republicans C. J. Roberts, of Colfax; H. njamln F. Urown, of Union;
A. C. Pacheo, of Taos; A. S. liuske- yltz, of Mora; W. II. Blattiman, of
Colfax and Mora; 11. Martinez, of Rio
Airlba; Price Walters, of Rio Arriba
and San Juan; R. L. Baca, of tJanta
Fe; E. A.' Miera, of Santa Fe and
Mlra-bel- ,
of Valencia;
Sandoval;
Jesms C. Sanchez, of Valencia,
and Torrance; Powell Stack-housof Socorro; Julian Chavez, of
Socorro and Sierra; W. D. Tipton, of
Dona Ana and Otero; H. M. Sweezy,
of San Miguel; Antonio A. Gonzal..
of San Miguel; Zacharlas Valdez, of
of
Chavez,
S.n Miguel; Melciad.-Bernalillo; Santiago Garcia, of Bernalillo.
Democrats F. J. Davidson, of
Grant and Luna; G. E. Moffet. of
Grant. Luna, Dona Ana and Otero;
James Mullensi of Lincoln and Chaves; C. R. Brice, of Lincoln. Chares,
Plddy and Roosevelt.
.
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Contrary to expectations the two
houses immediately after organization convened in joint session for the
purpose of listening1 to the reading
of the governor's message. Charles A.
Spiess presided over the Joint session,
Governor Curry occupying a seat on
the rostrum where he was escorted
by a committee of five appointed by
the presiding officer. The governor
read three telegrams touching upon
the statehood situation, which he had
received from Washington
today.
These telegrams were from Congressman Hamilton, chairman of the committee on territories of the House;
another from William Loeb, private
secretary to the president, and the
last from Delegate W. H. Andrews.
Each message predicted the passage
of the statehood bill at this session
of Congress. The reading of these
messages aroused prolonged enthusiasm among the spectators.
Then the governor read his message to the legislature.
Thia was
probably the first time in many years
that a governor in person, has read
his message to the legislature.
The
message was very voluminous und
touched every phase of territorial affairs. It comprise 12,000 words in
all. The reading of the message was
constantly interrupted by applause
and the tine allowing- of the territory
as told by the governor aroused great
enthusiasm.
The message says in
part:
To the Gentlemen of the Council and
House of Representatives of the
I'Sth Legislative Assembly of the
Territory of New Mexico:
Jt becomes the duty of the govern-- (
r of New Mexico upon the convening of the legislature to furnish such
information as he has at his disposal
concerning the condition of the territory and to make such recommendations concerning new legislation as he
may deem advisable.
It Is a. great pleasure for me to
meet you and to assure vou that It
will be my high ambition to
crate with you in every possible way
to secure good legislation , for
the
advancement of our terrltorv and the
bettering of the condition of the peo-P- l.
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Washington. .Km. 18. A resolution
was introduced by Senator
itajner
today culling on the attorney general
for Information concerning the bringing at a suit for libel against certain
Ilaymep ukvA for im"purmediate ccmfWoVratlon or th
pose of ascertaining if it is brought
at the Instance of the president and
by w hat power and auth ulty
the
courts! are being used to forward the
suit. LodgO objected to Immed'ute
..doption and under the rules the
resolution went over until tomorrow.
My si cry In It.
New York Jan. IS. The nature of
the proceedings which have been Instituted against the New York World
and the Indianapolis News because of
criticism of the methods by which the
lanama canal was purchased was not
disclosed at the brief hearing of court
today. I'nlted States Attorney Stlni-- s
hi had subpoenaed William H. Me-- 1
aughlin.
sporting
editor of the
World and J. Angus Shaw, secretary
of the Press 1'ubllshlng company, bo-re the federal grand jury today In
r.n action not described in ilia sub-- I
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very satisfactory.
It was believed, howe ver, to bo the
New cious appropriation of public moneys,
is spending more money in tut regulation Insuring their proper i.uteomo of the president's message
proportion to its population
and end legal expenditure, and I take to Congress, touching on newspaper
wealth, than is any other state or leasure in stating that the reports criticisms of the canal purchase. The
territory In the education of the of these territorial olllclals indicate proceedings were halted by an or-(- '(
r obtained by the World publishers
outh.
that they have conscientiously caroled
calling upon Stimson to show cause
ut this vital principle.
I sincerely hope that the present,
and as I hope the last legislature of
December 1, IHOfi, the com- why the subpoenas should not be
Adjournment was taken
Ihe territory (,f New Mexico, wilt pass mencement of the ."iSth fiscal year, (11 ashed.
such laws as will be beneficial
and tlif cash balance in the treat, try l.ntil tomorrow, w hen arguments w ill
.'.10
pet cipis (or in completed.
rcilect credit upon yourselves. We amounted to $ :t
7 T ,5 2.:U.
have every reason to believe that New the past two years,
and
s U u r
Mexico ut last is to be given her
incuts for the corresponding
SWALLOWED PINS
Tio, $1. 7 1.274. ."ill. P aving on hand
lights and that statehood Is very near
has

been
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The recent rapid increase
population, coupled as it has been
u
corresponding
with
increase in
developwealth and a
ment that has made itself felt in
i very industry,
hm drawn the attention of tile nation to this territory.
e
New
antagonism
to
The
Mexico which has existed in the past,
senu-;nmany
:
ir. tin minds of
eastern
s and
epi'i s ntatU es h;is In a
presliii'ge rioa-ui- e
ilisapjo .ired. Tile
ident of the I'niii d States has given
and is giving his hearty support to
has
tur cause. The prt sidvtit-eb-aiso used his great influence 111 our
tehalf; and with the majority of the
members in both House and Senate
pledge J to suppoit our bill, we have
c ause to hope mat not only is this the
of the terrilast legislative
tory of N. w Mexico, but that before
you-- - delilieiij ions have cuiii"
to a
Cium1 an inabling act will have been
signed l y tile president of the I'niti d
plates.
A great thai of
hard w ok h.s
Leen and is being done by many citl-ieof New Mi xico to secure the
jassage of this bill and although the
prospect of early success la now more
favorable than ever before, it behooves you as the representatives
of the people of New Me xico to do
veiythiiig In your power to forward
I therefore urge
ur common ran-- ',
possible moment
mat at the cam.
,nu paps and transmit by telegraph
a joint memorial, petitioning the H'
and the House of Itepresi-iita-tis to pass tiie statehood bill.

it hail''.
111

old-tim-

ass-mb- ly

!

Territorial
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The financial condition of the
Is irerv fully and clearly
set
forth in the icpnrts of the treasurer
and auditor, and their slatemeiit
will prove of valuable assistance to
this assembly In framing the revenue
act for the ensuing two years.
In dealing with the finances of
any commonwealth one of the most
important and fundamental
objects
to be attained Is, nut only the Judi- !
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casil balance in Hie various f urn's
noiintinir to $ I l'7..':is.73. which is
BUI IS STILL ALIVE
S7,2:J7.K.1 in excess of the balance in
the treasury
.US ago.
I lin ing tile last tv. o y ars the ti
New York (iirl interests Physicians,
inn
is In the
has issued
,
Win. lIHIevc Thut She Will lift
;(ll.-,11(111,
f
;.S f, liow s:
Prickly SensaWrit,
$7.'i,IOHI
Institlltio hi bonds. aul hor- tion.
und.
the law of 11101.
' 0
$ ..
ouililing h'iii'1-Armoiy
Now York. Jan. IS. Medical nun
i'UI ho.'ixcd u.'iilt r t !ic law o.-- una.
Inte rested In the case of
J U'.'i.iinii Institute
bonds, author are gri'ictlySmith,
girl of
a
Florence
izi d under the la u
f 1H07.
$.'0,000 Capitol improvement Imn is. Patch igue, L. i.. who swullowi'd one
hundre d pins about a week ago. Alauthorized under tin law of 1H07.
she suffered comparatively
$40,000 Armory building bonds, au- though
little-- , Kile- - will be brought here feir
thorized under the law of 1907.
examination and the belief is exTotal, $305, OOt).
The territory during this time paid pressed that her life can be saveel.
in piaking of
'ft $12."., I1OI1 of its outstanding bond- - heProminent physicians
r case s.ild that the- copper and nic
cd debt and Ule iiim will tie paid this
of tile' pins may cause h.T to suffer
resent month.
Tinabove con-- ; ilutes tlu. nitire from chronic anaemia and debility all
bond issues of the t rritory that will lor life but she- would nevertheless
get well.
There are- - fifty pins still
ar 111 10.
mntu.lv before the
All of the 6' per cent bonds have bulged In the abdomftrul 'trail and
t ell iclcelll.-ds
those outstanding while the walls of lb'- - tract may have
I
pr.-s.11
per cent been perforated by the- pins tn- he ads
Tit carry a
and
r cent bonds are of the- - pins will stop up the
tnte. and the 4
According1 to the physician, nacelling at par.
The ten itorial tax rate has In 1 n ture will '.mild adhesive' walls around
leduced to thirtee,, mills, and In view the pins.
of the increase in assessed valuation
SUU'lts WIMPPIill TIIK.S.
for the present year, combined with
Villu. France, Jan. IX. Three Ami'ii economical administration of our
financial affairs, a still further reduc- erican sailors from the' battleships In
tion In the rate should be accomplish- - the harbor had encounters this morn-ni- g
with a gang of local ruffians. A
DMiiriL; v a .
0 for trie
The pmc. ' lis of .1 oho mill levy j.arty eef salloin came- to liw rescue
anyone was seriously hurt anil
for the fiiltll tlse.ll e ir amount. 1 to
mm and
a bout $
ferrltoii.il 1U.I- - by the time trie police- arrive d four out
tt. mates til.." i tl View of our of live of the- assailants were prisonincreased valuation- - t olio mill bvy ers In tin- hands f the bin J
v ill
pie-cb id during
year. The fifth escaped.
ubimt $4:'. (100.
iKi: 11vr
h viiiits-i'i- i
rate of thirteen
The territorial
1. ('. Jan. IK. The
mills Is the lowest In the history of
supreme- court today affirmed the dethe territory for tic past ten years,
courts of Texas imThe total outst.i inillng territorial cree of the state
posing a fine- - of $1,623,000 on the
debt at the present time amounts to Wuters-Plcree
oil company of. St.
$1,023,000, and a.-- already stated.
Louis and ousting It from the state,
harged with the violation of the
law.
(Coiillnueil on Page Four.)
Texas anti-trua
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NUISANCE"
WILLETT

New York Representative Bitterly Attacks the President in Speech Before

the House Today, Designating Chief
Executive as "Pigmy Descendant of
Dutch Tradespeople."

Indianapolis Papers Causo
of Senate Resolution.
WHO IS BEHIND IT?
IS DEMAND OF KAYNER

1

not only

H

DECLARES CONGRESSMAN

Action Agalnsi New VorK and

pros-rerou-

will

ASKS

ISJLED

I.

During the past two years the territory of New Mexico has increased
in population more than 100,000 and
today wo have, conservatively estimated, a population of $450 000.
The panic last year whicn wroimht
so much damage.
throughout
lii.
country, affected New Mexi o very
I
little.
know of only one business
failure of any importance and there
was not a single failure among the
banking institutions ciganized under'
the territorial or national laws. The
cattle i.d Kheen industry suffered
some, but conditions have improved,!
everything
now indicates that
i ue iireseni year win lie a Very
s
one. New towns have been
up;
built
railroads are being extended; new Irrigation enterprises are being built; four or five large private
:rrlgatlon enterprises are under way,
w liile we have under c
instruction, In
addition, the government
project
known as the Kl.phant Hutte dam.
above Las Crucs on the Rio Grande,
w hich w hen completed will have cost
more than eight millions of dollars,
and which will be one of the largest
j itici.il reservoirs in the w orld. Its
ployment to thousands
of people
ouiing the next few years, bat will
put lSilDOO acres of land under cultivation.
our assessed valuation has Incri as-- d
to r,L'.ouO,000. and I am reasonably sure that with a fair assessment
which we hope to have the assessed
valuation w ill be over $60,(100,000 for
the ensuing fiscal year. The territorial tax rate of 13 mills 011 each
one hundred dollars Is the lowest for
the past ten years and If the legislature practices rigid economy we will
be able to further reduce the tax rate
during the coming year.
The election of last fall passed off
tiUietly and I have not heard a single
(omplaint from uny source about illegal voiing It is
creditable to
11
CUr peotilo ai'd Ko.-lonu- unv to
sh 'W that toe people of New Mexico
are capable of governing themselves.
The various reports of the territorial officials and regents are appended hereto as exhibits and will Inform you of the exact condition of
cur territory. The management of
our various institutions, on the whole,

CONGRESSMAN

WHY A LIBEL SUII

co-op- -j

instruction

i

RULE
v
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stay-at-ho- me

BECAUSE

IS PROBABLY THE LAST UNDER TERRITORIAL

i

Washington, Jan IS. Characteriz- crowning piece of luck, the nominee
ing .President ltoosevelt as a .gargoyle for president when all the aggressive
and us "this pigmy descendant of elements of passion wantd to see their
Dutch trades .people, " and churglng own candidate defeated, the mammoth
him with having v.stablls'hed a court
has got to laugh with every
In the White House which would oave appearance;
the gargoyle has been
delighte d the .linart of his admirer, funny from the hour it left Its native
Jqufvrry," ...
HamlltoW- - ill
New York, In the IToune of
Continuing Mr. Willett said: '
today made one of the
"And Mr. Chairman, should the
most bitter attacks on the chief exewho view this curious fig
cutive ever heard in that body. Mr. ure with feigned admirations ask me
-howWilh-fany
Passson of Adam can be at the
took for Ills theme Vac
r,
ing of Hoose velt" and in u i;iee-cof same time a
a Jocularity
t
gnat length,
with numerous and a gargoyle, I can only answer
of toe president's ucts since lie came that this particular hero is an eccenInto office and scathingly
tric exception to all rule, a solecism
a
them.
.Several times during the delivery an Imposjsihilty; a come t that roves at
of his) attack upon
the president. will re gardle ss of the limitations of
Wllb tt was interrupted by Hughes of law- and order that apply to earth and
West Virginia, calling liim to order. moon, to stars and planets.
"He boHSU the Irish, blood, but no
Hutle-of Pe nnsylvania, who was In
was historic Irish man would have treated
the chair, ruled thut Wllb-tspeaking uneler the license of general ,an a ly as he treated Mr. Harrlman.
in a strain of the old
proceeded amid
"lie
debate and Wllb-tthe cheers of the Democrat colleagues Hugenot, but the French gentleman
His reference to the "defamation of does not fly Into a passion and lash
of the horse of a timid young girl whoso
Admiral Schley" caused
Is lnadverently
Massachusetts to object. After a good only
passing
deal of spurring thu
ruled that the royal party In a public highway,
liven Louis XIV wan not tout sort of
the words wero offensive.
I'.y this time the House was in a a tyrant, and Henry IV,
of
king,
lureire. tiardner made the point that Navarro, the great Hugenot
Willett, having been found out of or- wore the white plume of noblesse
der, was no longer entitled to the oblige.
"He tells us that jMuthern arlstro-crat- s
floor.
Others insisted that Willett
are among polyglot ancestors,
should take his seat. The chair so
decided anil Willett retired. A mo- but I can Inform him that if the wife
tion by c'banille-- of Mississippi, that of a Robert Tombs or of a Jefferson
Willett la- alloweel te proceed was Davis hail been treated by him aj
lost by a strict party vote-- "H to 12tf, Mrs. Miner Morris was,
he .would
and the House- thereby refused to have bee n tailed out or branded ues a
WiltheNew
If
Yorker.
ho
coward
turthiT hear
had .been a thousand
lett had practically concluded his re- times a president.
marks and heard the verdict with a
is
proud to laslsf that the fam"He
ily whose name he- bears comes hum
smile.
Jn
of
fact
declaring
that
After
Holland; but his ready surrender to
the
Americans trie politicians of his own party makes
a'l sorts of (smclitiona,
sense
It cle ar enough that fat bergiu-ra
possessed
of
universol
wile'
who
of humor, Mr. Willett said to such put up their shutters ut the litest beat
-chief
opi.a
It
must be confessed
pi
of the war drum must have been his
magistrate who has himself no eentfe progenetors.
He beau the Dutch
of humor, moving like a horse tender however, ilk even his severest critics
acover the 'hay field of American
jinust confers.
tivities, stirring up every dry blade of j "Are you shocked that a chief maggre-cdryer
grass, to let It fall
once
istrate should Justify such
than be feire; quarreling one clay with zation? 1 am suocked, too. Do you
thu practical politicians, then with say that the place he holds should
rethe
make us all dumb before him? H.-aforms, then with the Socialists, the
what this fountain of billingsgate has
with the gre at industrial corporations, said of his pre eb
In that high
wresting In agony over spirit with office' and own. that no man's ton.ru.-shoulKng-llsh
Noah Webster and our glorlouis
be milled by such a consideratongue ; taking a fall out of na- tion?"
to
ture fakirs exhorting our wonie-He quoted from President Rooseavoid race suicide, can not be an un- velt's books In which the president
mixed nuisance."
is alleged to have attacked Washing"He plays the tyrant, to be sure, ton, Jefferseiu, Monroe, Jackson, Tyler, PL-rbut he is a tyrant who fears thef
ami othe rs and 'said that
tickler, lie sees things tiiat have the pre side lit had "toleration only f r
a bail smell, but the fresh breeze, of the Adams'- w ho stood for f. eleial si
kapltol 'hill does not let tile odor aritstiM-and admiration for
linger.
Hamilton tincham"He tries our patience, but he is pion of a limited monarchy."
alwa-ygood to laugh at. Thank 11- - av-e- n
course-.said Mr. Willett,
for the things that make us
"these condemnations roar as gently
Without thenv we might easily b- as any sucking dove w hen c mipured
ecome raw
untamed
with his denunciation of John Paul
making much of Magna t'harta. bel- Juneas a 'pirate-,- ' of Napol.-othe
lowing about an effete bill of rUhU Hreat as 'utterly unscruplulous,' of
or even ready to light for
New
Lnglands Idolized
Wendell
feir though freedom of speech and Phillips as always 'e ither mischievous
ss,
pr
uncivifree deim of
as did our
or ridiculous and usuuliy both,'
f
Lexington and Thomas Paine, the first champion of
lized ancestors
ut
llunke-Hill."
American liberty as 'a filthy little
Mr. Willet geve a brief biography atheist.' eif miracle beloving H uniti
of Mr. ltoosevelt, beginning w.th
Catholics a.of
at rested
experiences as a cowlioy down to t
mental
le.pment,' of (juakeia aa
time, ami accused him in hies 'quite as undesirable citizens as du
early manhood ,jf having bad preposHut he has been frank enough
terous notions, of having "knifed" in abusing other president to shut
Secretary ling of being "a warrieir thei lips of his defenders on the digalone In Cuba." of having won
nity of the presidential office."
of New York fry a me re
Mr. Wille tt declared that "cons'st- fluke "when the false halo vif San
Juan hill was above his head; the
(eOjuUnaffd 00 Fig Four.)
of assassins, ami last, and
Itepre-sentativ-

es

t
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The Albuquerque Citizen
DAILY AND WEEKLY

PUBLISHED

By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

REPLACED BY GRAIN FIELDS
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TI1K TERRITORY SlIofMi HJ3
RIGHT TO TAKH ITS I'I.aT'k AMONG T UK STATUS

F THK UNION, AS TOLD IN
TEST KOI! A SILVER Cl'I' O 1'K

THE SIXTEENTH

NATIONAL

SI "MM ITT Kl) IN TH10
!

K I)

CON-

liY M. A. OTERO DURING

IRRIGATION CONGRESS.
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BLUE GRASS PASTURE LANDS

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO
SnMK

IS.

:

:

is

:

:

A

K- -

si'iismirrioN iiatks.
One year by mnll In ndvance
One month by nmll
One niontli by carrier within city limits.
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We favor the Immediate admission of the territories
Arizona as separate states in the Union. Republican National Platform.
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The progress- of a community from an insignificant huddle
living,
better
for
make
which
implements
all
and
e
rity of u.i residences
prominence,
of
position
to
obscurity
from
Individual
an
progress
of
like the
assure advance.
Is marked by events which must be taken advantage of to
utilized to the fullAlbuquorque today faces nn opportunity which must be content
to remain In
est extent to assure investors that this community is not
future.
thought
to
the
no
give
which
cities
of
the das
proposiNot cnly property owners, but all residents of this city face the
forward, at
long
stride
taking
of
a
or
stationary
class
In
a
remaining
of
tion
an
to be held tomorrow, It menus either to remuin content withprethe clo-ticInadequate sewer svstem, which daily threatens an epidemic of disease,
and keeps property
vent, the expansion of the city, makes for discomfort
of un epidemic, add
danger
of
all
dispose
finally
to
means
or
it
(.own;
values
and provide for an
property
of
all
value
to
th
least
veiy
at the
unlimited expansion of the city so that Greater Albuquerque will become a
fact ;:istfid of a prediction.
And knowing this, the property owners of the city should take advantageto
and
of the opportunity tomorrow to Increase the value of their properties
now that the citizens of this town are alive to the possibilities of the future,
mirage,
Is
but a
.Any other course would indicate that Greater Albuquerque
nothing more.
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Ready for Statefioocl

i
Xbw fpxler legislature meets today, after a vacation of two years.
During those two years the territory has made such advance that there is no
longer any substantial reason why it should not be admitted to the Union
with the rights and privileges that those communities possess.
In population the territory shows a gain greater than for any similar
period in Its history; new towns are being established by the score; thousands
esof acre of fine land have been taken up by practical farmers; in the old
tablished ttwns larger and handsomer structures have replaced the small
buildings; railroads are building or projected; the value of farm products,
livestock and mines shows enormous increase; the course of study in the
schools has been improved and better school facilities are provided.
In every way New Mexico Is ready for statehood. This Is a territory of
progress, end the Influx of aettlera during the past two years Is an indication
that the resources, of the territory are being and will bo developed during the
next few years In a manner to astonish the colder states.

In a Derlin letter to the New York World is the interesting announceThe
ment that the Germans have a new science which they call glossology.
professors of glossology are able, they say, to read a man's character by the
shape and capacity for movements of his tongue. They do not say anything
about leading a woman's character in this manner, but the presumption is
and infallibility is
that women are included. It is not a difficult science, tongue
and the glossclaim' d for it. All you have got to do is to show your
ologies re ads your character.
I.iasmuch as the first estimate of the actual cost of the construction of
the Fanair.a canal was $190,000,000, it Is reasonable to suppose that the people of the country have felt something of a severe jolt from the Introduction
of a bi:; in Congress by Senator Hopkins of Illinois, authorizing the Issuance
of
of canal bonds to the extent of $000,000,000. To be sure, there Is a grainsum-maconsolation in the announcement of Mr. Hopkins that all of this great
not be needed.
Carrie Nation mut feel more like being at homo in England now than
the
she Uaa since her arrival there. She was arrested at Newcastle-on-Tynother day while engaged in raiding a saloon and Is now out on ball. She'll
probably find, too, that English Justice Is not as lenient as the American sort
to which she has been accustomed.
e,

Mr Merchant, how do you like the sewage that is backed up into the
basement of your store by an Inadequate sewer system? Wouldn't you prefer
to be assured, for an insignificant expense when compared with the benefit,
that th;u condition could be overcome permanently? Then vote for the bonds,
and see that your friends do.

York heisefs on her marriage to a titled foreigner, was given a
.i
chec't 'or SllHI.ilUit by her father. !f the man she married Is of the same
mou'd that are most of the aristocratic gentry who have carted away many
American girls, such a small sum will hardly keep him in
of the
fancy rlguiettes for a month.
Nc

.

N w the Russian minister of marine proposes monster battleships, of a
larger design than ever before contemplated. It is said, however, that the
dsigns probably will be rejected. If the naval rivalry between the nations
coul or'y be restricted to competition in designs there would be a useful
saving of money.

The United States weather bureau reports that there is more snow on
the ;.;ci sheds of New Mexico at present than there has been for two years
and ihut the snow is compact. Thus is assured for next summer an abundance of vi.ter (or irrigation and livestock. Prosperity Is again with us.
"No contagious diseases have In i n present among the school children
during the past week," sas the report of the medical inspector for the Fourth
ward school last week. This should reassure the more timid parents whose
children attend the public schools.
Til' young King of Portugal is reported to b" "looking pale." If it's the
rumor of his approaching marriage that ails him, lie should cheer, up. He
must not believe all the mean things the jokesmlths say about that state of
blessed h ss!
V.'; In.ve read the Tillman editorials in various paper with some care.
o. aclinic that his defense suits some,1, at'l doesn't suit some; that It partly
nuits so iic. and partly doesn't suit some and then some!
We-

-

'Mr armgie bases his opposition to an income tax on the idea that It
woiiM ttrnl to make us "a nation of liars." l!y favoring an inheritance tax.
s
temptation.
this canny Scot ele ftly
(
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New York woman has filed suit for $10,001 damages for the loss of a
Which ought to make the married men feel they are of some value
utte r all.
A

sinus a poor spirit to sit idle- when your property is not advancing.
it u be ost by Voting bonds for u sewer
which will make it worth
iub.il in a few yiars.
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'i'.illioi low is the one hundredth a universal y of Edgar Allen l'oe. and
woo are familiar with the
ritins of thi A me" iea n genius will believe
I'ue- ciled many, inanv
.ia-- t loo soon.

Tie- - Lest tiling to he said for the proposed sewer system is that it does
not favor any pa menhir Mitii.n of the city or class of residents. Tin- ben. fit
will - to all.
u-

bad to ce.im out. The man who proposes u law which would place a
niaxiiiiu u age limit on marriage n has be en married twice.
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orf," grandest of bluegrats estates,
has decided to quit buying, and to
sell Instead.
10,000
Haggin owns
aires hut since the collapse- of the
bleeding Interests he has lost interest
in Elmeiidorf.
,
When bluegras land was at its
li'ghest value the land of Elmenelorf
This 's
oni' was worth millions.
ii small part of the wealth represe nted there,
however. The
"iiieen Hills," whore- Haggin and his
young
wife have spent a
beautiful
cost close to
lew weeks each
$5110.000.
The principal stable' cost

Africander,

the only

to

win the Suburban; Klnley Mack, winner of both the Brooklyn and Suburban; Water Cress, Imp Gerolstein,
Gold Spinner, Imp Order, Imp Mimic,

Imp Royal Flush, Imp Slave, First
Water, Sombrero, Del Paso, George
Kessler, Imp Shapfcll, Imp Greenen,
Imp Dleudonne, Waterboy,
Kilmarnock. Imp Toddlngton, Reliable, Imp
Star Ruby, Imp Atkle Dehdoran, Imp
Mute, Imp Goldfinch, Hiero, Horatio,
Inello, Maxio, Montana and Thunderbolt.
Haggin may keep his stars out of
sentiment, but will dispose" of many
horees. Now that the bottom
to have dropped out, the Kentucky
thoroughbred
finds his occupation
gone. And with him the great stock
farms of the bluegraas seem doomed
to pass Into history.

man-dem-

-

$100,0(10.

Senile of the mightiest horses In
the world are at Elmenelorf. King of
them is Salvator, the greatest race
horse America ever produced, who
holds the world's record of l:35i
(or a mile. Others are McChesncy;

see-m-

or territory in the union and these United States to redeem whatever ot
men and their children and their promise he has given to us to th
children's children only ask that the end that we shall become at once a
Sunshine Territory be given a star free state in the sight of all the world
upon the flag for which their lives and of Almighty Uod.
were offered and for which
their
loved ones were sacrificed. The rest
HEAD AXeti 1 HIS.
Is
of New Mexico's population
almost
You
Never
Know the Moment When
altogether American born people
This Information May Prove of
educated, refined, capable, ambitious
Infinite Value.
people second to no great general
comaprative class on the continent.
is
It worth considerable to any cltl-le- n
The mental grade of our settlers, our
of Albuquerque io know how to
workmen, our miners, our professionbe cured of painful, annoying
and
al men our educated classes eejuals itching piles. Know then that Doan's
the present day mentality of old com- Ointment Is a positive remedy for all
munities In any state and the ambition itchiness ot the skin, for piles,
and perspicacity of our citizens Is reetc. One application
relieves
marked by visitors wuio note quickly and soothes. Read this testimony of
the 'constant planning and working, its merit:
evident everywhere toward a higher
A. M. Whitcomb, living
at 325
civilization and education.
North Eighth st, Albuquerque,
N.
says:
M.,
nothing
have
"I
to
retract
Our churches dot the land. 'We
have in New Mexico the oldest church from the statement I gave for Doan's
edifice in America and between tha Ointment some five years ago. What
date of that building and today stand I then stated was to the effect that
myriad spires and steeples with new this preparation had cured me of a
ones rising, daily, silent witnesses to breaking out, which, if not eczema,
our spirit of devotion. We have good closely resembled this trouble and
schools and ti'rritorial educational in- ' was confined to a spot about the size
stitutions and are preparing our of a silver dollar Just below one of
young men and women for still higher my knees. Oft and on for ten years
j It
bad annoyed me, always being
education in eastern colleges.
I
worse when I was In bed or if I
Our patriotism it is needless to stato would
sit near a fire. I consulted two
is world known for the "Rough Ridour leading physicians but what
ers," wi'nose names are written in of
they gave me proved of no more avail
stars upon our turquoise kies. have than
all the different kinds of salves
blazoned their path from New Mexico ' and ointments
that I tried. I had no
to Tuba, on lanel and on sea, with the faith In
Doan's Ointment expecting
glory of their conquest under their that It would
similarly to the
noble leader Theodore Roosevelt. And other remedies Iact
used, but I was
hlghr than any other reason here surprised to find had
the first appligiven, beyond any reason that man cation stopped thethat
and a con
may ever .give, rises the cause of tinuation ot its useItching
the place
right. To the citizens of New Mexico affected. The fact thathealed
I can say after
gift.
is
a iight not a
statehood
We thH long Interval that there has been
have earned It in numbers, in wealth. no return of the trouble Is pretty
In intellectuality, in
to country good reason tor my willingness
to
and in loyalty to government and by confirm my original statement.
I
all these it
our right a recommend this preparation at all
right no man has reason to question. j times as one that can, be relied upon
Our preside nt has expressed It ae 10 act as represented.
his honest desire and his great pleasFor sale by all dealers. Price 60c
ure to sign our pending statehood bill Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
New
ere he shall have again become a citi- York, sole agents for the United
zen of the great commonwealth that States.
pleads with us for our rights and bename Doan's
Remember
the
seeches him as the president of the and take no other.
4t
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A scientist has discovered that Mr. Rnckfeller's exact protofjpe existed
23.000 yens ago. Ae we to accept this as an encouraging sign that thej
only happen once in every 23, turn jrurs?
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lai go sums of bonds,

iWo
can
obtain appropriations
through our senatorial and congrespreserve
to
sional
representatives,
our
h;i
'ill
rt
been said that the
It
wnt rs by the building of reservoirs,
id Incorporating
a body ,r p.-So that the water can be distributed
IS
empire
to
with tile lest of the
when needed. At present millions of
gallons ire (lowing to waste which
de r the ni contented; moral justice re
irrigate thousands of acres of
spect for file rglit4 of inilividti.il'. would
land, now almost worthless, but
nth and honor must prevail, olliei which
could be made to produce cv-- i
wi-c
no government can stand, nor
cry
known
cereal, fruit and (lower.
people
New
wiil the
be contented.
would enhance the value of the land
pen- Me xleo today stands before'
'an hundred fold, anil produce an ass
pie of tile United States, and
valuation that would no longer
tiat her rights and pleadings lie, sessed
cause a cry of high taxation. The
heard,
ability of a commonwealth to pay
A
cans are inlel'ient, will
i
must always be proportioned,
forme,
and ncldoni adopt for anyj taxes
in a degree, to the quantity of money
gnat 1' nglli of time an erroneous' and
to
its rapidity of circulation.
opinion respecting their Interests
and agriculture- contribute
ethirwise. we would riot have today Commerce
to both of these objects, and must,
our constitution.
necessity, render the payment of
That in justice, honor and truth.! of
easier.
Ne w Mexico should be a state.
the taxes
New
Mexico as a state will have a
more attentively considered and In- vast
extant of fertile cultivated and
vestigated, the more convincing, o"-- populous
territory.
in
portions of
gent and conclusive the reasons
Iyouisvllle,
S.
Jan.
The blight
which will be found the richest of
become.
that has fallen upon racing and the
In ther portions
immense decrease
In the past New Mexico has knock-ee- l minerals;
In the demand for thorough- of coal and large tracts of tim-- 1
at the doors of Congress for ad- - in ils and
may mean the passing of thiwe
grazing
yet
lands;
today,
for
it
per-!
refused,
mission and has been
want of the fostering Influence of Ipiincely domains in the bluegrass,
haps justly, perhaps not, but today the
commerce, our empire can boast of where the lords of the turf have held
we can set forth claims to statehood
revenues for the preser- sway.
that diel not exist before. The re can vationslender
On a number eif fam iiis farms the
our
of
essential and vital in-involved,
no
question
political
be
horse s are hi ing
rests.
sold at auction?
degreat
having
parties
national
both
There' are other points of view in The land will be sold hihI the biue- clared in our favor; then it remains which
w
grass
i
n
n
ii
i
pastures where royally bred
ill appear more
the
to show our fitness by facts and
be
immediate and decisive,
from the young-t- i s drew stamina
figures, our resources and patriotism, habits
planted in wiieat. corn or something
legal, social
our educational,
and ence! weof our people, from the experihave had. even with a good move marketable than race horses.
moral right.
chool
system, nw and modern
The last of the famous McGrathi-un- a
The citizenship of New Mexico is methods,
farm, where Col. Milton Young
equal to that of any state in the the presentit is clearly evident from
condition of our territory bred his racing strings, has been sold.
Union; the native
born citizen is that the public
j
expectation has been
The Senorita stud, where Capt. S.
pro-- !
loyal,
Intelligent,
hospitable,
In our growth. If we do S. Drown nurtured the horse whose
gressive and worthy of the same disappointed
not draw upon commerce, the burden victories were his delight, is to pass
rights and privileges.
fall upon our lands, Into history.
The legislatures have been compos- -' must ofIs necessity
folly to say that they alone
J. U. Haggin, owner of "Elmen- eel mostly of native horn citizens.
A and it
sustain and give to our people
careful and unbiased study of the can
they
need most.
laws enacted shows that they carry what
teaches that no good cause the "range" hud been transformed
with them loyalty and justice to the wasHistory
won
ever
without perseverance Into homesteads, and irrigation has
We have
commonwealth.
had in
suffering. The commercial, po- shown
Congress native born citizens as our and
hidden miracles of corn,
litical,
mental and moral status of wheat, what
5otton and fruit may be rerepresentatives, who were men of our
honor, integrity and wisdom, a credit abusedcitizens has been slandered, vealed where the waters flow. But
and misrepresented, but we our cattle on a thousand hills are
to New Mexico, an asset that any
have risen through it all, and have toeing
state would he proud of men llkn offered
bred to meet the requirements
our claims to statehood in a
Manzanares, Luna. Mariano and Ml-- .,
of the new area and our exports will
guel Otero, Chavez. Gallegos, Fran- spirit which will never disgrace our simply
be
diverted to include
cause nor lower our dignity. Our
Imcisco ami Pedro IVrea, who
were'
efforts and prayers have been all things produced under tho reworthy of the honor, bred to know wishes,
proved
and
total
the
condition
constantly
towards statedirected
citizenship, hood,
good
what constitutes
magnified. Under
and we who are enamored of sult will be vastly
honor, truth and Intelligence.
our acres of grazing land under tho
liberty,
as
free
born
citizens
American
compopulation
equals
Our
the
that we he given an opportunity very farms we lrvo upon, within our
bined population of Idaho, Delaware ask
to draft a constitution, and declare snow crowned mountains land be
Wyoming.
and
'plains lies our most
that our neath 'our fertile
The early pathfinder littles dreamed without fear of contradiction
promise of future comrepresentative, vlll present a docu- magnificent
of the empire In the Rockies,
our coal, gold,
by mercial greatness
Mexico, fop there is no other ment that will be distinguished
patriotism, virtue and wisdom, un- silver, lead and zinc. In every disword than empire which fittingly detrict where these minerals exist some-worby any desire of gain,
fines our vast areas of lands, waters, influenced
has been done to prove their
or ambition other than love for
forests, railroads, livestock, timber, Xcw Mexico
depth and continuity and the promise
people.
her
and
gems, precious and
baser metals,
promised statehood under yield out by past development Insures
coal
and other resources of equal theWotrewere
aty
Guadalupe Hidalgo, we unto the future a vast wealth perof
In
value
the commercial world.
are
to
entitled
statehood under the haps unequalled In worth and diverwe
citizenship,
have the
IntelliIf
other like area on this
gence and resources, why does New constitution of the United States, and sity by any Especially
l
this true of
we now believe that as American continent.
Mexico not progress more rapidly?
w e have the right to demand
coal of which the value in our teritizens
Is
In
our form of
The answer
found
ritory Is safely estimated at one hungovernment. It Is an established fact statehood.
dred million dollars. Our lumber incapital
and labor prefer a state STATEHOOD
that
IX)K M'.W MKXH'O. dustry Is of vast importance.
to a territorial form.
A territorial
Thus do we have the wealth of
Is
form of government
practically,
lade-nIty Mrs. Arria
Foster. I 'aton.
of stock and of minerals to
no
taxation without representation;
support and supply in comforts all
voice In Congress; no voice In se- leeting the head of our federal govr
New Mexico's Just claim to state- - the speedily growing population
W'e
within our borders.
ernment, hence no responsibility of .hood i.s that it is her right,
citizenship; no voice In the selection
u
wlsp have shown the reason for the hope
It has tbeen the
s
statehood
or administration of our local gov- - guerdon of the past fifty years, This within Uie hope of
ernment, executive or judicial; no hope has faded with the lives of its have the resources, ' we have the popassistance commensurate
with our progenitors and yet the guerdon ulation and of tls population we
On this subject we
needs from the national treasury to hangs a
prize that bears now will speak.
aid our commerce and enhance our perennial the bud of hope". From a need not deal In futures, the present
resources. All this Is sufficient to handfull of sturdy pioneers and nat-ke- e is sufficient to prove our right to
p capital from our doors and with iV(. people
the population of New-i- t statehood. Of the 450,000 ipeoplo livlabor.
Mexico has grown to 4,"0 000 and a ing within our territory thirty-fiv- e
At present the federal government Klfe estimate' cover bcvonel the half-pay- s per cent are native born New Mexithe salaries of some of our terri- ,muk t)y th(. timi. thl n(,xt cans and of these fully twenty-liv- e
torlal e.tlicials, legislative and other mmln
,,
,,.iwn
u, s we per cent are English speaking people
v,,lr
minor expenses, amounting to about hllv
all aro Americanized te that de)e
to
milntain a KtaU. and
tl.
for y thousand dollars
gree which Insures good citizenship.
per annum,
,UVor.llng
to
we
history
a
have
w hich, In a state,
,
the people would
,,.
tmm tnat All are reckoned as loyal citizens and
have to assume. This woul, mean lv.usv
.H
f
whtxfi ailmltt0,, nolu. their love if country, their patriotism
ni nucmiinuu id jv til line 11 ti til r
un
y
)i
years up- - in time of war is shown by the recwa ted
CVvrv thmisnml tt u iMtv.1 vciliiutlnn
ords at our national capital of native
'
S
V
"w
unilrr prvsi nt rnmUtlons;
on the oth r '
citize ns who .se rved in the Civil war.
of
,
acres
........
millions
farm
of
....
.i
i
"
V.,!
it
m,
ti n
u nuiU'lluini H ITt! nililKUHl our ing
the largest
to both Intensive and New Mexico furnished
land
suited
valuations would increase as capital Irrigated farming.
Many
thousands number of union noldlers In propordeveloped eur commerce and re- of
Is now tion to her population of any state
acres eif this
t,md
sources, likewise our lands; hence,
being
over
farmeil,
million
ri.ooo.miu
tax
paying
the
element would have
an asset rather than a liability. Com- i.cies :thaving been taken up since
i
UieiK as
and
merce is undoubtedly the best sort of June
wealth, nml Increases the- ability to desert land entries. These 5,000,000
H
acres represent many thousands of
Remember the
pay taxes.
Vr-- t
The benefits to he derived from home s 'containing families of childTriangular
statehood are briefly:
Millions of ren wlnue youth and manhood must
to life's perfection under our
acres of land which would come into
our possession for the benefit of our sunny skies. The futures of these
schools. We have a duty to perform; children cry out in silent pleading,
how can we perform that duty to in the mute need for the boon of
the future better than by educating statehood which shali crown their efour children so that they can fight forts to build up in tin- new empire
the battle of life and
competition a government second to none in its
with wisdom and heroism equal to loyalty and veneration for law and
their neighbors. We will acquire for t ie principles upo i wlrch o Hvaluable lands to be used for the giv.lt K.ltion.tl govi i n in int is rounc!- construction of public buildings to e.l.
In all the vast acreage of New
house the Indigent, aged, blind,
and the many other unforunates .Mi xi, o liv. s a: d thrives the cattle and
who need assistance-- .
We will ac- Ho. ! tat mak e one- of our cicf
quire lands to eliminate the Indebt- - ports and feed lnilions eif people out- dne-sof the counties some of which sh
of our borders.
This indu.-tin a mood of generosity and a desire w ll urn grw numerically
because
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ECONOMY
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LUMBER

It makes no difference to us whether your bill of material be for a chicken coop or the largest building in
the country, we are prepared to furnish th same at
lowest prices. Our lumber is well seasoned, which
makes it worth I 5 per cent more to the building than
the lumber you have bt-ttit) in". 1 r us.

SUPERIOR LUMBER
FIRST

STREET.

South of Viaduct,

&

MILL CO.
ALBUQUERQUF,

N. M,

u.7rrt:
Jh
STERN SCHLOSS CO., Wholesale Dealers,
L..- -.

--

9

.v'lA Yiii

3,3

weSteRh2l

avenue

V.

MONDAY,

w.

JAM;nv 1, 10.
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English Boxere Who Have Class

A BIG

E

Th Out look

5J

KNOCK
The. Democratic leader Gave
Sianliood a BlacK Eye In
His Contest Argument.

7 J

Sf

IS. NotwithV.'asli.nttiin,
Jan.
standing the fact that for over 100
l lif imi'Ikt stone
f Democracy
jrai-ms been the plea for local self
lit and that the national Democratic .platforms for about a half century base favored tlu- - admission of
New Mexico; and that since tin: Civil
L
war the Democrats have persistently
fought against the federal government
having anything to do with loeal elections, the Democratic candidate for
delegate from New Mexico, In hU
Although Kngland ia sadly aby of
Deleguto Andrews,
o.mtest against
declared in his concluding argument first class men in the middle welter
before tin- House committee that If and heavyweight classes, the tight litCongress did not include an election tle isle must fairly teem wl.'i first
law in the enabling' act he would opclassi little fighters.
pose and light statehood.
No country could desire better ring
The action of Mr. Larraaolo would
Moran,
seem, to be a "knock" against state- representatives than Owen
creJem Drlscoll and Freddy Welsh. All
hood, for he apparently tried to
ate the Impression that, citizens of three have demonstrated their ability
New Mexico cannot make laws for the tj meet the best men in their respecconduct of their own eleeti.fhs but tive class on this side, with honor to
must have Congressmen at Washing- - themselves.
I
Welsh has given good account of
ton do it for them.
E. L. Medler, former assistant Uni- himself with Packey McFarland and
ted States attorney, in his two hours' other lightweights, while his recent
defeat of Abe Atte-11'Whom he
allotted to him In the Androws-Larra-zolin a
contest, reviewed in careful demill, Is a feat to
tail the entire case for the contestee, bo proud of. WelHh is the lightAndrews, meeting every point made' weight champion of England, and is
y the (contestant.
Mr. Medler said after the world's title.
Moran proved his ability wheji he
that he wus not lure to answer the
serious charges made by the contest- met Attell at the featherweight limit
ant against Mr. Van Houten. as that and many who witnessed the fight
gentleman was fully able to answer
for himself in his own way and at the
proper time; but, in a diplomatic way was a vast amount of testimony
stated that Mr. Van Houten needed about a thousand pages to so over;
nJ .
' ' i C G ' " " nvn nuvn n, that they would have to examine, the
iigalnBt the serious charges made.
law and decisions on many points;
As the members of the committee and that he had better return home.
exdid not know Mr. Van Houtn he
plained that he was one of the promKE.STOHATJON
Ob'
OF ENKTY
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST.
inent and well known citizens of the
landmanager
of vast
territory; was
Notice is hereby given that the lands
ed, mining and railroad interests of described below,
embracing
664.84
good
the territory; .was a man of
acres, within the Jemez and Manzano
reputation and character or he would National Forests, New Mexico, will be
not be at the head of the important subject to settlement and entry under
Interests' under his .present control. He the provisions of the homestead laws
stated that most of the charges about of the United States and the act of
the election Were vague, indefinite June 11, 1906. (34 Stat., 233), at the
and lrrelavent; and would not be ac- United States land office at Santa Fc,
cepted In any oourt as legal or im- New Mexico, on March 15, 1909. Any
portant or convincing. Ho took each settler who was actually and in good
precinct that was contested, showing fjith claiming any of said lands' for
there was no sufficient proof that the agricultural purposes prior to Januvoters were not legal voters or that ary 1, 1906, and has not abandoned
the Judges did not properly and legal- same, has a preference right to make
ly perform their duties.
He read a homestead entry for the lands actumany decisions of the courts where it ally occupied. Said lands were listed
was decided that the presumption t'pon the applications of the persons
was held that the judges properly and mentioned below, who have a preferlegally performed their duties unless ence right subject to the prior right
it was shown positively to the con- of any such settler provided such
trary by legal testimony.
settler or applicant is qualilted to
He explained to the committee that make homestead entry and the prefthere was a vast amount of testimony erence right ia exercised prior to
pretending to show some irregulari- March 15, 1909, on which date the
ties in elections many years prior to, lands will be subject to settlement
or after, the case at issue, which had and entry by any qualified person. The
nothing to do with this ea.se; and
are as follows: A tract of 25
fered, apparently, to try to prejudice acres situated in Sec. 15, T. 18 N., It
the minds of the committee as u 4 K., N. M. M., bounded and describ-thi- s
case. He said the contestant had r.jj as follows: Beginning at fore.ft
laid great stress upon the charge that service monument marked FSMHI, a
j prominent
some of "this class of foreigners"
point on a large ledge on
Austrians, ,ne southwest slope of Media Del
Hungarians,
Italians.
Swedes, etc. had not shown their, canyon about 15 feet above the prcs- tney ent trail and 50 feet above the creek
papers when
naturalization
voted.
where it first opens out into any conHe doubted very much if the con- siderable piece of level land; extendtestant (Larrazolo had shown his own ing thence N. 76 degrees 30 mln. W.
naturalization papers when ihe voted. 16 chains; thence N. '.'0 degrees 15
That he made vague and general min. V. 21.50 chains; thence N. 57
charges against the judges and clerks degrees, 4." mln. E. 1.50
chains;
in the 500 precincts of the territory; thence S. 43 degrees E. 30.37 chains;
". 4.51
but no sufficient or legal charges thence S. 40 degrees
chains
against the judged and clerks of any tj the place of beginning. Variation
specific precinct.
That if certain 13 degrees 80 mln. E. Said tract ma
small Uepubl cau precincts were to listed upon the application of John
be thrown out, he named certain preEvans, of Bland, New Mexico, who
cincts where the contestant received alleges settlement in 1902. Tne SE
large majorities and where the! ballot '4, .See. 8, T 12 N.. li. 6 E., listed uptooxs, contrary to law, were taken on the application of J. N. Carh y, of
to
other Hagun, New Mexico. The t$s of NVV
from the polling .places
houses and counted, and said that hi, the SVi of S'. of N'2 of NVVVi,
they should be thrown out, which the S,i of S'i of NW',i of NKU,
would more than offset those of the and the .SW'.i of NEU. Sec. 8, T 12
small Republican precincts.
N., It. 6 E., listed upon the applicaThat the contestant could not make tion of Jose A. Mantano, of Uatfan,
a rule that lie could vote without New Mexico. The E a of E M of JsE'4
papers (ixcepting that portion included n
showing lis naturalization
then refuse "this class of foreigners" the patented claim of Daniel Tru-jill- o
the right to vote without showing
y Armijo), Sec. 21, T. 12 N., It
their papers. The (contestant was 5 E., listed upon the application of
was
stated
"riled'' because the fact
Tom as Lucero, of Las liacitas, New
that he was a foreigner he being a Mexico, who alleges settlement
in
native of Mexico.
The SVi of S'-- j of NW'U, the
tm.
memresponse
questions
to
of
In
S
of XWI4, the EVj
of NVi of X
bers of the committee, the contestant of NVVU of SW4, the K Vs of W',i
acknowledged that he had voted with- of NV4 of SW!4, and the NEVi or
paout showing his naturalization
rWU, See. H, T. 19 N., U. 6 E., listpers. Members of the committee ask- ed upon the application of Roberto
ed If the contestant was a Judge on Qulntana, of I'ojuague, New Mexico.
the bench did he think that he cou'd The SEU of NWU. the E'a of SW'.i
make a rule that some persons could and lot 7 (or SW'U of SW'.i), .Sec.
vote without showing their papers as 7, T. 12 N., K. 6 E., listed upon the
he had done and then make another application of Genonbo Chaves,
of
rule that other persons could not vote liacitas. New Mexico. Fred Dennett,
unless they did show their naturaliza- commissioner of the General Land
tion papers. The contestant said that Office. Approved December 24, 190X,
It was known that ho had held office Ji sse E. Wilson, Ass'stant Secret;. ry
in Texas before he ciimo to New ol the Interior.
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testant acknowledged that it was impossible to present testimony that the
persons, whose votes he wanted to
threw out were not citizens; or that
they were not b gul voters, or that
they had voted for the contestee.
Several members of the committee
sensn
f the
said that seemed the
whole contest. The committee then
decided to take the case under

The contestant asked the commit-te- ,
as a matter personal to himself,
if he should remain until the decision
of the case or should he return home.
The chairman replied that there

f
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TOMORROW'S BUSINESS DEPENDS LARGELY ON TODAY'S
ADVERTISING. DONT LET TOMORROW TAKE CARE of ITSELF

out-box-

11

Mexico.
In response to other questions by
members of the committee, the con-

i

In every round with hU bewildering
And
speed and variety of attack.

thought the little Englishman had a
shade on the champion.
Driscoll recently met Matty Bald- win and beat him all the way in six
rounds. He proved a marvelous ring
general, having his opponent at sea

Haldwln Is no slouch of a scrapper
Driscoll says tie Is after Abe Attel
land will not be satisfied until he has
met him.

points
won.
Mr. I.yle ingeniously
out that the farmer trustor American Society of Equity has been the
outgrowth
of the manufacturing
trust, otherwise the American Tobacco company. He say:
"Farmers had combim d before.
The old Grange was a combination
buying. Right here
for
at home was the American Society of
Equity, whose purpose was cooperative selling. This society did not contemplate tobacco especially. It aimed
to help farmers apport'on acreage
to the different crops according to
demand, and then to market such
crops advantageously.
It numbered
cw Light Thrown on ihe twenty-sevt-- n
thousand members In
Kentucky, now estimated as hardly
Great Industrial Conflict a fifth of the membership of the various tobacco 'growers' societies. Bur-le- y
by
growers decided to pattern after
the Equity idea."
Writer.
The article
strongly
condemns
both sides wherever, condemnation Is
New York, Jan. 18. Telling for the due saying, "the night rider Is American born and bred and if ho is alfirst time the complete story of the lowed to continue
unchecked and
great Kentucky tobacco war, Eugene unpunished he will strike at his state
P. Lyle, Jr., in Hampton's Magazine, and country with a greater menace
for February reveals the night rider than that of any Black Hand or Main a new as well its Intensely dram- - fia across the seas.
atic light. In a word, the capitula- "The situation is one that an out-tioso to say of the American To- - elder cannot
hope to understand,
bacto Company Oias .been a victory for state was arrayed against state in the
c. trust of farmers who cornered a civil war; in the
Tobacco war it is
seventy million pound tobacco crop neighbor against neighbor and th-aforced a manufacturing trust to intensity of the feeling is Indescrlb-pa- y
from sevent to ten vents a pound 'able. Picture to yourself, if you can.
more for raw material than was paid tho amount of pressure' 'necessary to
a year ago. This has been brought compel a farmer to sell his property
d
about by night riding, neighbor
move to a new v,tl,t,. to found a
Ing or torturing neighbor simply that home; then multiply this many tinies.
this big Industrial victory might be and you will have an idea of the con- jditlons. Farms sold in such manner
and during such times, i not bring
good prices. Ho that an element of
depreciation In farm values must be
taken Into consideration here.
"Pro.ba.bIy the Hurley crop in Kentucky was cut down by half. One
estimate places It at t .venty-tlv'- e
mil-- i
lion pounds in 19ns us against two
hundred and twenty millions In 1907.
Tho crusade bus ;i, Moved at least
the resemblance to u famine. Prt blent Clare nce l.e Hu- of the Hurley
Tobacco society, felt .it last that he
was adequately arne d for another
, oattle vWth R. K. Sm Ih, chief buyer
of the American Toiueeo company.
"As early as Angus! 190S, the talk
of negotiations b.a:.. Banks w. re
pressing the growers .r money loan
ed on their tobae. o
rtillc.ites. The
country banks were at the end of
their resources.
The
merchants
could borrow no money. The city
felt the stringency. Louisville
" Lydia E. rink-Inun'- s hanks
Louisville, Ky.
hanks alone
iOO.OOO out on
YeiretablH (Viniioimd has cer tobacco paper. had If. o
was the one
tainly done me a 'word on i very Toli.e
t mil
In Kentucky
world of good and tin- same
In X. w York.
as nion.
1 cannot
praise it
phoiikIi. f suffered The Kqlllty glowed frtt.ed relielll-tlx r
leaders. But
f'n mi irveirulari ties. ously against
.fori them
dizziness, nervous- - '"onti-.- of hanl-hiv.
ness, and a severe '(
'
: i!
Bus end Smith
t'einale troulile.l '
.lot jr t t
.
K ther
LvdiiiK.l'inkliani's
until Xovcm i.
h, with
Ygvtitlile
t'oni- - his hen. hm. n. me ..i the ,,.,Vi!..
pound has restored Hotel on Friday tli
:;h.
tne to perfect
"Tobacco eel tilie.it. s were bought
health and kept me uji right and left thi ugh the Buii. y
from the openit ing
Anything mid. r sixteen
table. I will never lie without this cents a pound fou:
a
In
medicine in the house. "Mrs. Sam'l Bourbon county, for '.stan. e,taker.
at least
a."i'.'.J Fourth M., Louisville, Ky.
half of tile 710.de. tobacco passed
Avoided. from the hands of the growers to
Another
(Speculators.
Adrian, (ia.
"I Buffered untold the"On
misery from female troubles, and my
November 15 h Mr. Le Bus
doctor said an otieration was my only fnd Mr. Smith held the final meeting
chance, and I dreaded it almost as and at Its close iss i. I th- - following
much as death. Lydia K. llnkhain's statement:
Vegetable (' o in j kui I ul completely cured
The A in' Hi a n TuliareCom pany
me without an oin'ratiou."
Lh.SA V. has bought seventy-tlvper cent of
llKNItV, H. t IK 8.
,h iyutj
i,.,i t. !;.. co us schedule
Jinny years or unparalleled sue- - prices and
per cent of
power
cess conliruis the
of Lvdia L the 190G pooled t d..i co at schedule
l'inkliain's Vegetable Compound to prices to aveniK1 seventeen cents
cure female diseases. The great vol- round.
ume of unsolicited testimony constant:
K
(Signed)
SMITH
ly pourinn in proves conclusively that
CLAI'KXCK LK HI'S
Lydia E. linkliam's Vegetable Come( nls bad been a 1.1. .1 to
"The
pound is a remarkable remedy for those
pound of tobacco. The
distressing feminine ills lroui which the price of
!! Itrt great i!h?.
Hurley society had
bo many women sailer.
The dial meant .1 ca-- h sale of seven- -

T

DETAIL

posite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment,
do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and
ingrown nails. She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and is
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares hair tonic and cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out, restores life to dead hair, removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. For any blemish of the face,
call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

The Citizen

Magazine

The Leading Evening Newspaper of New Mexico
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OR FURNISHED

miles

eoath

(Second

ROOM

If told in our want columns will

M. L. Schutt
219

OF

The Vacant House

(Void.

I'OIt SAM: 8 acres,
from city lit a linr-iil- n.

s-

OPERATION

THE STORY

Store Rooms on First st. mid
West Central ove. Store rooms
on Fifth St., between West Cen-

FROM AN

Opt-ratio-

Hair Dresser and (1droiodlt.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors op-

Prepare to get your
share of Prosperity
by Advetising in

quickly bring you a tenant

suree.

CXXXXJOOOOOCOOUOCOJOOOOOOOU

ty million pounds of
an
about $13,0U0,U00.
bulk of produce for an
Lumber of dollars and
largest sale of the kind
tory of the world."

tobacco for
unthinkable
unthinkable
cents
the

We will tell the story for you

One time for 25 cents
Three tunes for 35 cents
Six times for 50 cents

in th.; his-

A Horrible llol.l-- l p.
o my brother
"About ten years
health
v.a.4 "held up" in bis work,
and happiness by what was believed
:o be hopeless consumption,"
writes
W. It, Lipscomb, of Washington, I).
C.
"He took all kinds of remedies
and treatment from several doctors,
hut found no he!7 till he used Dr.
King's N.-Dlscuv. ry and wius wholly
cured by six bottle. He Is a well man
today." It's quick to relieve and the
urest cure for weak or (tore luiip,
h morrhases. coughs and colds, bronchitis, la grippe, asthma and ail bion-:hiaffections. SOc and $1. Trial
bottle free, Guaranteed by all dealers.

We assure you that your story

will be read and your want gratified, for we are getting gooJ results for scores of people daily.

THE CITIZEN
PHONE
12

al

Fort Wingate, .V. M.. Jan. 2, 190.
proposals in triplicate will be
r. celv;!
until 11 a. n. January 19.
1909. and then opened, for furnishing'
all labor and material required for In- stalling steam heating system In hos- pltal building here. Information fur- nishej on application. Klght reserved to reject any or all bids. Envelopes
containing proposals must be endors- ed "I'ropusals for Installation of steam
heating system in hospital building,"
and addressed Quartermaster.
Sealed

i

IVver Sores.
Fever sores and old chronic sons
should not be healed entirely, but
should be kept In healthy condition.
's
This can be done by applying
Salve. This salvo has no
rior for this purpose. It it also
'i ost excellent for chapped hanis,
sore nipples, burns and dls.itses of the
skin. For eaie by all druggists.

M,

UIDLEV,

l're-ide-

If. If. KAY,

nt

Secretarv-Trcusi-

WILLIAM liKU'K, MANAUEU

r

Albuquerque Foundry &
Machine Works
.

(INUOIil'ORATLDj

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS

Cham-oerlaln-

HU-- P'

General Foundry and Machine Shop

Albuquerque,

N. M.
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Attention Hunters?

ll
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We are just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition, and
are now prepared to fill your orders for

I
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MESSAC E

which the gargny'e Is
No
,ll .V(l 1 throwing to the swine."
v said. In any limited monarchy
vei" half so exigent or ev. r half
The House That U Producing the Goods.
mpluciihlc." For a prcecdi nt."
"you must go back to Na- A Word to the
tile Great, the oldlSt metllner
r.a rg. le" Ananias club, who
Ltdies of Albuquerque
the wives or Ills tiirili.v
our
to
inntliiei
make
In order
whether they could only af- ( 'rys- niamijemcnl
of
i nni!.i:
th
the
g
n a year; who Mild once
r has arranged n scries of
l.:
wife of one of his lijihtitiE
drawings.
useful
house
Different
lr
your drees is dirty,' an
53 m.irsl.
hold articles to bo drawn fur on riirh
IK win insist d on doing nil the mat
commencing
Wednesday afternoon,
E 1: .i k
In
official circles." The
Kaon l.idy attcnd-niJanuary 20, It'll
Lincoln, hi' said, the
democracy
of
be
will
performance
a runtime
Mull' A merieatilsiii
and
of Grant
presented with a ticket tliat will enau- equally
land,
t'levi
the
American
a
The
chance.
to
first
free
title Iht
ity of Arthur and McKinb y had of $4,017,l!)7.7r,.
drawing will he for a hoautiful rockpassed into history "niong w ith tin-'Territorial Hanks.
ing chair, which Is on display at the
ivialiiy of Gnrllcld" and tlie "non- of
Faber,
emporium
At this time we .have in the terriAlbert
furniture
I!,
oinforiiiist thrift of Rutherford
tory twenty-eigh- t
teriitorial banks
West Central avenue.
Ilayn. '
Willi a capitalization of $sl!.rno, as
"V.- have a king and a court now," compared with eighteen banks with
MK. W. B. KKRV, Tenor, Illustrated Songs
s a comhiiii d capitalization of
Mr. W'iliett exclaimed, "as g o.l
S."i.1u
...
1. ...
e.ln
' u
1. .
MUSIC BY CRYSTAL ORCHKSTKA
u ,.r
M in
iiiiitK. t.Minn nii ii' "ooi two yeaiis ig; un Increase in
ft tin ......1
Th'-silhc liulillity of monnrchinl countrii sm capitalization
of $JG'.l,00".
Commencing Monday. Jan. IN, 10(1(1, our evening show
as the zlon of a faml'y of trading twenty-eigh- t
bankj have
will Mart at 7:15. h:lS ami 9: IS.
Dutchman can concoct."
is of $ ri,ii:!s.s, with
liabilities; depos t.s subject
At this juncture Mr. Wlllctt cull 'd
Night, 7,8,9
All Seats 10c
the roll of the
Ananias chin to act-i- ami 1 m to the amount of
Matinee 2:45
$1.2-':- ).
132 and
ami
with
and said:
approved reserve agents of $ ..1
an-i lie farm is intoxicated
j
ri fi' fmnil; showing a
of over 4
arounu our jocularity.
lie alum.- is per cent. This In reserve
L'd
per cent more
the pi rsoniflcntlon of sobreity,
In lhan required of natl mal banks in
of Btuteinetit, culimie-New Mexico und Indicate careful and
Don't Take the Risk.
rrYYytxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
peech and action. The ever
banking methods on tli
over th" Ih'ld. conservative
When you have a bad cough or haytedder hurries
colj do not let it drag along: until ft throwing upward the clover of poli- part of our New .Mexico ri Hor nl
becomes chronlo bronchitis or deve- tics, the Timothy of zoology,
the bankers.
During the past six years then-havlops Jnto an attack of pneumonia, but blue grass of history and letting each
failures of territorial
pive-ithe attention it deserves and blade full a little dryer than it was banks, been no
and during the hard times of
get rUl of it. Take Chamoerlnin'a before
190K, very-- few resorted to the use of
Cough Remedy and you are Mire of
Jealousy you can read In the gar cleuring house certltlcates, but met
prompt
reuer.
begina
From
small
goyle's distorted features. You look all demands that were made upon
W. IV. Moore, Mgr.
ning the sale and u.se of this prepara
on those twisted lines and It Is easy, them in
eah.
tion has extended to all parts of the oh, so easy tu understand the
While the condition of the territorLnlteil states and to many foreign
toward Dewey, the one great fig- ial banks Is very gratifying as IndiOne new reel of pictures each
countries. Its many remarkable cure. ure of the SpanlsihrAmerlcan war, the
day.
cated by the above figures, yet at the
of coughs and colds have won for it hero who took
Manila with the worst same time, our territorial banking
EXCLUSIVE
this wide reputation and extensive .ships a rotten bureaucracy
could find laws are Inadequate, and I would recuse. For sale by all druggists.
' ommend that those now on the statfor him.
MOVING PICTURES
"The persistent
of Ad- ute books be repealed and a compact
f TWO SHOWS. 8 AND 9 P. M.
Teacher of piano, mandolin and
territorial banking law be
Biiitar. Hates reasonable. For terms miral Schley, who really fought the
Matinee Saturday and Sunday
battle of Santiago Hay.
enacted by this legislature.
I would
apply WliltHon Music Co.
at 3 p. m.
10!),
c
"The insults heaped upon General urge, especially, that Chapter
Miles, whose council was ignored In laws of 1903 permitting mercantile
If It's New We Hare It.
WOODMEN OF TIIE WOULD
the expensive blunders of the land companies wjt.h no other capital reThe Pa;ntlntr.
quired than a $:t0,000.000 stock of
Meet ETery IYIday Evening
campaign at Huntigo.
The Duel ViiiIot Itlchcllcii.
merchandise should be
repealed.
8 Sharp.
SH1iiIh!i ItltMKl.
at
president,
The
declared,
tr.
Wlllctt
"wild-cat- "
measure and
FOIJEST AT 21St
W. Central . showed his teeth at all real heroes This is a
A llltu-- r lesson.
sooner or later, If
owed
remain
E. W. Mooro, O. C
Old Maid's Dream (Comic)
''because real heroes are gall and in our statutes willallbe the tocause
of
D. E. Phillips, Clerk.
And others.
to bogus ones."
wormwood
and loss to depositors.
402 West I end Are.
M:1.
Continuing- his denunciation,
VISITING SOVEREIGNS VEL.
Education,
president
Willetrt charged that the
FINE MUSICAL PROGRAM
COM-E- .
It Is gratifying to noto that greater
TOMOlUtOW NIGIIT.
had bulldozed President Castro, had
seen the Filipinos brutally treat'd, strides have been made during tne
Illustrated iongs
whom he past two years in educational matters
had itnarooiil'd Col.
than during any other like period
did not like, had kept a young woOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIOCOCXJOCXJOt
man from earning mi honest living since the .establishment of our public
ugo.
iby telling the truth,
diad ullow.'d school system, eighteen youts
the meeting of thu Thirty-sevent- h
"scandalous conditions" to exist In the Since legislative
assemly:
army and navy, had compelled hU
At the El Paso Rac-in- g
Our school 'census has Increased
ROLLER SKATING RINK
subordinates "to act as hunting dogs
Association
for the czar of Russian In trailing from 77,63 to 1)3.815;
Our teaching corps has Increased
down men who huvo fought for
For this occasion the A.T. AS. F.
from 880 to l.utiu;
pracl.! a'ly
had
Ky. will sell tickets from
Our total expenditure for public
e
the John Adam t;icn and sedition
to El Paso and return at
from, the schools haw grown from $442,234.37
laws; had forced
to 1 531). 1164. 6;
navy by allowing intolerable
treatrate of
The amount expended for teachers'
Prizs Mask Carnival"
ment
sailors
the
the
of
hands
of
"at
913.35
wages has increased from $27(1, 4 2.1)4
Annapolis
ofllcers,"
aristocracy
of
had
for the round trip. Correspoud-iiicrl- y
:j
'
(Friday Night.)
permitted the degrading of soldiers at to $ 4 . r r :t l s :
low rates from a'.l intermeThe value of iiublk- school proper.put
to
West
who
Point,
had
Tobeen
Entire Change of Program
ty hus grown to over $1.0110,000;
diate points. Date of sale Jau. 13
menial work and had given a. Scotch
morrow Night.
The value of property of education
und 11; return limit Jan. 17.
verdict in connection with the alleged
al institutions has Increased to over
Panama canal scandal.
In conclusion he said, among other $xmi,iiin.
Public Lands.
TONIGHT
things:
he office of the commissioner of
"You may say, then, that one In- puolle
lands han been from its very
dividual gargoyle does not count for
MOVING riCTUKES.
so much after all. No, not in the de- - Inclpii ncy an Important department
In this territory.
Its bunincss has In
vclopment of the centuries but lie
to an
magnitude
counts vitally and continuously as af- - creased
feietlng In the people who have to live considering the comparatively short
lieiirt of a Jij'ly Maid
of Its existence.
I have the
Itesult if Eating Ilorseflenli.
under him. And the change from a period
honor to call your special attention
Mai-Stuart.
Nero fiddling while Rome Is burning to
the report of the commissioner of
to a Vespasian calmly devoted ti sepublic lands hereto appended, and to
government
curing
good
tendas
as
SONGS
II.IXSTIIATED
encies will permit, is a change to be auk that you givo it careful consideraT. r.
George Hillings, Ibiritone.
us devoutly welcomed by u as by tion.
Tiie following is a summary of the
XXXXXXXXXXXXXOfJOOCXXXXXXJ the ancient Romans."
receipts and disbursements of this ofDUliE CITY BAND Monday
fice during
the period beginning
Thursday and Saturday Nights 8
March 23, 11)07, und ending December
j Vel

Shot Gun Shells

1

,1

tin-ai-

I

H0.
.

of that amount will be paid
this year.
The sinking funds In the treasury
for the redemption of bonds amounts'
to J61 680.82. and
when deducted
from the outstanding bonds leaves'
l!61. 319.18, which represents the net.
indebtedness of the territory.
Une.IV
TI- la ncrlninlv frrn
fvj n if to' .......
it..... t.
that the financial i.fTalrs of the territory arc In such excellent condition, (lur credit rating Is of the
lghest standard, which commend
not only those whose duly It is to
' llleially administer the affairs of
but all those who join In
iissistlng to make ths a su
business ad m in 1st rat Ion.
Acs Valuation,
The usse.s,.;j valuation of the territory f ir the yi in- liia.S was $:,B.1ui
ali.-B:
from which was deducted on
a.'count of exemptions, f 3,K7.i,Tri".li.;
1 r.fi.LMi.l.n I ;
leaving su.iject to tax
th s is an Increase over the year !i) i

in

IS.

w

t2D,n00

in

(onliiittr

CURRY'S
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(Continued from Pnjie Unr.t
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rystal Theatre
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GOV.

DECLARES
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Leaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot
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i

i

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT

AND GET OUR PRICES
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McINTOSIi HARDWARE CO.

j

I

j
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j
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JUST
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t

i

RgGEIWED-- W

OF

BUGGIES &

i

CARRIAGES

i

1

Which we sell at
prices you pay
elsewhere for inferior vehicles.
See us at once.

s
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COLOMBO

t

THEATRE
ADMISSION 10c

2,4

office of the territorial auditor by
The reason we do so much HOUGH
warrants, In the same manner as oth DRY work In hecauss we do It right CONSOLIDATED LIQUOR COMPANY
er accounts are paid through that of and at the prico you cannot afford to
Successors to Melinl & Eakln
fice.
have It done at homo,
and Bachechi A Gloml
I also recommend that a certain
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.
percentage of the revenue of the ofWHOLESALE DEALERS IN
fice of commissioner of public lands,
meetpurpose
WINES,
LIQUORS and CIGARS
of
be set apart for the
Rooming House
ing the expenses of his offico, and Minneapolis
VTe
any
year
handle everything-- In our line.
that at the end of the fiscal
624 South Second St., corner Iron.
unused portion of such sums be credWrite for Illustrated Catalogue and
All new iron beds. Rooms for
ited by the treasurer to the funds
Price LUrt, Issued to dealers only.
from whicih the income was derived, housekeeping. Single room, $1.25 up.
No
invalids
received.
and I eieommend that the commis
Telephone 1SS.
bo allowed
a reasonable
sioner
G.
Prop.
MOREIXI,
CORNER FIRST AND COPPER.
amount of latitude in the employment
of such special agents as he may from
time to time need. It Is impraetlcublo
In the present stage of this department's growth to make any estimate
as of this item of expense,

GROSS

Ot her

llcnimcndat

Ions.

Albu-queriiu-

1

-

-

He recommends that the election
laws be amended no as to remove all
chances for fraud; require the county
commissioners to have both political
parties represented on election boards
punish oflicials for malfeasance In office by imprisonment in the penitentiary.
Recommends regulation of fhe liqoption law.
uor truffle by
That the governor, land commissioner and territorial engineer form
a good roads commission and that a
fund be appropriated for improving
the roads.
That a conversation commision be
31. lilOS:
formed to take a census of the terFrom Commissioner Keen $ 2li.702.S3 ritory's resources.
office receipts, 1S107
67,717.14
appropriation
tor
Recommends
oflice receipts, 11108
112,332.38 traveling expenses of mounted police.
CreHte new counties where there is
Total Income for period $20t!,7r,2.37 sufficient population and wealth to
lteautiful, bl ight, snarkling, famoiiiTransferred treasurer. 11107 $49,074.96 maintain them.
Transferred treasurer 1 90S
7.337.80
law which cut down salKndors
Ladies' or Gentlemen's
aries of assessors and treasurers of
Total
$16,412.74 various counties.
Oillee expenses 11107.
$ 5,724.27 j
Recommends creation of a railroad
' ll'tlcc expenses.
WIS .
. 1 0.820.33
commission to ironsist of three mem- Brilliancy equals genuine detection baffles experts Aug every rehers.
quirement of the most exacting pleases the most fastidious, at only
"I"'''1
$16. ."44. C0i
Recommend chanue ill fish and
the coet of the real diamond.
Withdrawals ooth ','",'H
i st). B0 game laws which would require As a means of introducing this marvelous and wonderful scintillating
Halance on hand Dec. 31,
and Ushers.
I censing hunters
gem, and securing as many new friends as quickly as possible,
we are
Unix
Recommends uniform divorce law
making a spivlal inducement for the New Year.
,
of llicincotne in 1!)07. the um mnt be enacted,
We want you to wear thl beautiful Ring, this masterpiece, of man's
f $Hi.!i2.(l8 represents
from) Recommends economv in the legis- bundli-raft- ,
this simulation that sparkles with all the beauty, and flashes ine sale of lands made receipts
during prior lature.
with ail the lire of
y
administrations, the money being
Recommends appointment of comceived however
the present com- mittee to investigate all territorial,
A
DIAMOND
educational, penal and charitable in' We want you to show it to your friends and take orders for us, as 't Ml issiollel.
The percentage of ixpi-nseas com- stitutions.
sells
Itself sells at eight and make
pared with total ori'ice recelpiH durpenalty.
Abolition of the
ing period, Is slightly more than
Passage of indeterminate sentence
100
100
per cent.
and parole laws.
for you, absolutely without effort on your part.
Follow ing is a summary of the toWe want good, honest representatives everywhere, In every locality, tal amounts transferred by the oflice
The first bill of the session was ine'ty or country, in fact, in every country throughout the world, both men of commissioner to the
territorial
by P. llanley, of Albuquertroduced
women,
young
or old, who will sell or pawn The Itariiatto Simulation treasurer since the instlutlon
and
the que, in the Council, a bill to
Diamonds under the pretense th&t they are Genuine Gems, as such action ofilee in filing a pel iml of nine of
years:
citizens of Albuquerque
for
with simulation diamonds sometimes leads to trouble or embarrassment
From leases
371,7.14.31 money spent In building the new arIf you want a simulation dlam ind a
for the genuine
From sale of land
224.7SS.t'J mory, amount $13,083.30.
DONT. WAIT
ACT TODAY, as this advertisement may not appear again.
per cent proc. I'. S. laud
Both houses adjourned until toTill nut Coujmn liclmv und mall at oiie
4,1 65.1.79
sabs
morrow at 10 a, nt.
llrst funic First Served.
Im-a-

Purdy, Agent

I

GRAND

CONCERT
1T;iI;:..j

t

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

FREE

SAMPLE OFFER
15 DAYS ONLY

-

1 1

$5

barnatto Diamond King

1

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
Albuquerque and Las Vegas

ttMltM

H

ico.

--

turns

INCORPORATED

WHOLESALE
GROCERS

taxes be increased from 5 per cent to
1 per cent for the first month, 2 per
cent additional for the second month
and for each month that the taxes
remain delinquent.
.Some of his other recomendations
are that the penitentiary be .managed
by a board composed of the territorial secretary, two other officials and
two private 'citizens who shall meet
monthly; he opposes the bond issue
of $103,000 for the insane asylum at
La Veg-abecause he does not believe that much Is needed for the patients' recommends liberal appropriations for the I'niversity of New Mex-

;"

KELLY & COMPANY

j

The governor further recommends
that the Interest rate On delinquent

New Mexico Day

.

J, KORBER & CO.

N. SECOND ST.

SYSTEM AND ECONOMY

:
:

I

:

EVERY WOMAN

Knows that where there is system, everything runs smoothly. In order for a woman to manage her household affairs
with system and economy, she must have control of receipts
and expenditures.
A checking account will give an accurate record of how
much is spent each week or month. It enables you to see
just where the leaks are.
Pay by check; it helps you
to keep within your income.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
$200,000

;

11-

.

Builders'

and

Finishers'

Supplies

Native and Chicago Lumber, Sltcrwin-Wllluim- s
Paints None Better.
Uudding PniN-r- , Planter, Lime, Cement, Glass, Sosl, Door-- , EU

re-b-

JIl. 26

Evening

GENUINE

Claude
--

D

Wri'e here name of paper

AND-

COMPANY
role

against the
G

r

wm--

Imnds is

Albuiiucrque.

In

which you

taw this

advertisement.

0., '.hard Uldg., Chicago.
send Free Sample offer, Ring. Kurrlngs. .Stud or
Seuif
Pili Catalog.
p n jt- - No
Name
K
No.
j.. (j
st,
Town or City
State
the r.ariinlto Diamond
Sir.

.

A vote

per cent

sub.-rttu- te

Albright

IM-.- ue

423 SOUTH FIRST

de-.it- h

per cent PROFIT

Miss

J. C. BALDR1DGE

Total tr.i

s, 9
,irs $4 2, lUS.'Jti
nsfers the common schools received .. $2 S 4 ,059.37
The various territorial Inst, tiitluiis
3,11 399. SI
Tax levy I i defray expenses
in 1'. S land offices....
2.139.7S

of tlese

fi

i

' r.i

It la not what you pay Tor advertising but what advertising
PAYS
YOU, that makes it valuable.
Oar
na! service.
rates are lowest for
Before buying call and see our list
Prlce $850 to $5,000.
Vacant lots for sale. John Borra-dallcorner Third und Gold.

m4
MONTEZUMA

TRUST

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

of residences.

e,

years $642, 19s. I'll
I
recom uieiiil that all ox- ,
pen.-.s of tin. ofli c of co.iim'ssloner
Our work Is RIGHT In etcry do.
of public lan.l.-- i he paid through the pal tncnt. Hubbe laundry Co.
Total
I

'ird'irs.

9

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

OEPOSITS

K044H40t4)tj

JAMWIIY

MONDAY.

t. I0.

A LBITQU

ELECTION

Look Better

CULINARY WRINKLES

SAVING'S

Littlo Opposition to Ntw ScV'

er System and Property

Write for FREE Booklet on Successful Home Treatment of the skin

BANK

will pell you n choice building
1x142 feet on South Kilith,
A ma or Walter street
f or $175
$19 down,
balance $.. n month.
N
Call
taxes.
at nflieo fur plat.
D. K. 1! SELLHHS,

Owners Will be Out
In Force.

AILEEN BERG

I

lot

The polls for the sewer bond election will open tomorrow morning nt
This Preparation1 is sold iu Albu9 o'clock and remain
open until 6
In the evening. The- - property owners
querque at the Parisian.
Owner.
of Albuquerque are asked to vote
Office 04 Gold avenue.
J2S)0,000 in bonds for the building oil
an adequate sewer system and a sysj
Stomach Trouble Cured.
tem that will furnish a foundation for
If you have any trouble with your lireatcr Albuquerque, llvv any propstomach you should take Chamber- - erty owner can oppose the proposition
r bo so negligent of his own as well
la In's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Mi.
as the welfare of his neighbor cannot
J. I. Klote of Edina, Mo., says: "I be understood.
have used a great many different
About 80i) natni are registered,
ricdleines for stomach trouble but and to carry the
bond Issue it will be
find Chamberlain's Stomach and Liv- necessary to have
this
er Tablets more beneficial than any number vote favorably. The of
failure
1
remedy
ever
other
used." For sale of any one to vote is n vote "against
ly nil druggists.
the Issue. The law says that two
thirds of the qualified voters must
cast ballots in favor of a bond insue to
SZSIXEZEKC:
sagHSCIESXSKEO:
legally carry it.
A prominent property owner and
merchant
said this morning
that
there were many reasons why Albuquerque should build a new sewer system nt this time. Ho said that the
is the highest obtainable quality, 95
cent fuel, and costs
building of a sewer means tho exno more than the poor kinds. Compare them, and we will
penditure of nt least $200,000 anions;
the laboring classes of the city, and
have your trade.
it would probably never again
be
We also have CerriUos Lump and Anthrr cite. Kindling
more needed than now.
The assessment of additional tax s
and stove wood, l'hone 91, we'll tell you about it.
on account of the bond Issue will
amount to $3.18 on the $1,000. A
91
new and adequate sewer system would
enhance the value of property many
QQ9KHHsHHHBHBaHl.llilllBBBbSB!3
times this amount.
Workers for the bond Issue are sanguine, that it will carry by a large
Our Prices,
Best.Goods,
majority.
No argument against the
need of a new sewer that can be supported has been made and all that
LOWEST PRICES
remains to be done is to get the voters
to the polls.
All Clirouic Diseases Cured.
Firt Ward At city police hall.
We treat all forms of diseases,
norae Blankets.
2.00 to f 4.M North Second street.
f
Rheumatism, Dropsy, Bad Blood,
Lap Kobe
2.00 to
4.35
Second Ward At George Graham's
Ulcers, Deafness,
Nervousness,
Auto Robes, watertailor shop, 110 West Gold avenue.
Paralysis, Stomach and Bladder
proof.
Third Ward At office of E. H.
etc.
We
Troubles,
Strictures,
12.00 to 4S.0t Dunbar, Gold
Team Harness
avenue and Third
guarantee the cure of Catarrh.
Double Buggy Harstreet.
We give free instructions on use
17.10 to 24.01
ness
Fourth Ward At office of George
of the waters. Baths are autodingle surrey harness 17.00 to IS. 01 Ti. Craig, 114 South Third street.
matic. Come or write.
Buggy harness
S.tO to 20.01
Express wagon harL.
DEAD
12.10 to 26.0b WAS REPORTED
ness
New Mexico Celebrated
Sulphur Hot Springs
Askew
4.60 to SI. 00
Baddies
BDIJSJTILL ALIVE
Our Harness and Saddles guaranteed
to be as good as is on the market
Parts of Harness kept in stock. Call lr. Itroun of (Vrrillos, (Mijcctx to tlie
News of His Death Being Cirand see our stock before you buy
culated About Territory.
--

two-thir-

Goal

W. H. HAHN CO.

Fhone

SULPHUR
HOT SPRINGS

DURAN,

JOS.

COLUMBUS

THOS. F. KELEHER
408 West Railroad Avenue

HOTEL
Corner meond mnd Cold

HOME COOKING

Montezuma

Excellent Service

I

if Groceries and Liquors
Imported and Domestic

All Kinds

Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
Liquor by the Gallon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited,
SATISFACTION

ruemorj.
WOItT

X

GUARANTEED

PHONE 1029

Masonic Building. North Ttilr Street

I. H. COX, The

Plumber

I WO

MEN

RAILROAD

Dressers

STATE

GRATIFYING

WELL KNOWN HERE
Conductor Arrested on Charge
Complicity In MiMiKgling Chiiiu-mcWas Popular.

i)

SHOWN

Cash Discount of

of Medical Inspector Report a That There
Was no Contagious Disease in
Week.
Fourth Ward

lst

Conductor Hank Maynaitl and Lon
Miller, train porter on train No. 10
night, who were arrested
of Frlda
at San Marclal on tho charge of
smuggling Chinamen Into the United
States, will be. given a preliminary
hearing at Las Cruees February 10,
before United States Commissioner W.
Maynard was
A. Fleming Jones.
on $1,000 bonds. Miller was
unable to furnish bail.
According to Immigration Inspector
Green, stationed In this city, May
nard Vas conductor and Miller was
tho porter of train No. 10 of January
1, from which .several celestials were
taken at Socorro. The Chinamen
were founil secreted In the water
closets of the train.
Maynard U well known in Albu- luerque and considered one of toe
most popular conductors on the Klo
Grande division. I'rcWoiis to taking
up railroading Maynard livi d In Kansas City and was reputed to "je
wealthy, lie is said to have lost his
money in Kansas City real estate.
Miller lrt h resident of Kl Paso and
had been working for the Santa Fe
on the Klo Grande division for about
three months.
"

20 Per Cent

The report of the daily medical Inspection of the Fourth ward for last
The
week Is extremely gratifying.
Fourth ward was tho one most affected and the report of the Inspector
Indicates by It that contagious disease In the schools haj been practically eliminated. Tho report says:
Albuquerque
The Superintendent,
Public Schools, Albuquerque, N. M.
Sir:-- 1
have tho honor to report
the following results of the dally med
ical Inspection of the Fourth ward
fuollc school for the week ending

January

17,

See window display

ALBERT FABER
1.

706 West Central Ave.

Axe

An

t

The dedication of Rodey hall, the NEW GOAL COMPANY
handsome new structure recently
completed for tho University of
will take place next Satuijday
FORCES PRICES DOWN
afternoon at 2 o'clock according to
the plan announced today. The program to be given will consist of
Direct IJno Company Is now Es
speeches and music and a large at- Thetnblislied
for Busines at Fruit
tendance Is anticipated.
and First Slrert.
Governor Curry has been asked to
as.sl.st and has agreed to visit Albuquerque for the purpose. The govThe Direct Line Coal Yard com
ernor will make the principal speech cany Is the titlo of h. new en;. f ..im
W. Clancy,' president of the pany which has opened an office at
and
regents, will also make an the corner of Fruit avenue and First
board
of
W. A. Hrown of Cerrlllos, objects
Other sieakers will be on street, where yards are belnir built fur
to being designated a corpse until he address.
program and a' number of mu- the company. The new cntnr.nrlao la
the
hns heard the clods drop. In a com- sical selections will be given.
under the management of John Oor-- I
munication to the Citizen Mr. Brown
netto, who la well known throughout
calls attention to the fact that the
line cny. and unuer His management
news of his death has been circulated
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
the new company. will
make a strong
.
about the territory for several weeks
II.M
uiu iur wie coat iraue.
and in order to assure his friends he
Mr. Cornetto says that as a result
writes this letter:
SM'ller.
of his company offering coal at a
"The Santa
Fe New Mexieai,
St. Louis, Jan. 18. Spelter $5.02 Is. cheaper nrlc the nriro In thla
fiv
Santa Fe, published tho following
.has been lowered. Good lumo coal
Wool Market.
under date of January 14:
$6
seils
at
anil eRg ut $4.50. Tho
un18.
Wool
St. Louis,
Jan.
"W. A. Brown Dies. W. A. Brown
price on lump is fifty cents cheaper
of CerriUos, died at his home In that changed.
than before his company opened for
town Tuesday night
after a brief
business.
Money. '
Illness from ltright's disease. He was
The new company
selling direct
New York, Jan. Is. Prime merin charge of the Consolidated Mining
per cent; mon- - from the car until the yards are comand Smelting company at CerriUos i cantile paper1 li. 2
pleted.
Win en bins have been proi.er cent
and had been associated with that .v .n eiill
vided tho company will open up on a
company for a number of years. He
larger scale and expects to secure a
Chicago l.iwstock.
was formerly from Toledo, Ohio, and
receipt.-'- . good share of the trade by giving
Chicago, Jan.
w as about 40 years of age. He Is sur;
In
$ 4.00
7.2."
honest weights and conducting a
vived by a widow and a son and a 28,000. Steudy. Heeves
daughter. The remains will be shlp-p- t Texans $4.15 'it 3. 23; westerns $4.0OjK "square deal" business.
5. CO; stockers and feeders $3.25 ti 3.00;
d to the former home In Ohio tor:.MPW)VMF.NT
cow s and heifers $ 1.73 'n 5.50; calves F. L. CfUdlUKN
night.
AGENCY.
"My wife pinched me this morning $7.75 fi 9.75. .
Sheep 22,00. Strong. Westerns $3.23
and found me alive. I have enjoyed
212 West Silver Avenue.
three meals a day for some time and f(il.'i.60; yearlings $6.u'l ' 7.40 ; western
Help, all kinds, furnished on ehort
fj 7.90.
$5.25
lambs
did not know that I had been ill. I
notice. Give us your orders If you
'phoned Max Frost this morning for
need help. Unemployed, list with U9
unci Provisions.
a correction and the wires aro still
Chicago, Jan. IK. -- Closing quota- If you want work.
warm. Very truly yours,
tions;
A.
BROWN."
"W.
Wheat May $l."'.'-j- ; July
OOOOCXDOOOOOCXDOOOCXXXXXXXXX5
61Vi; July til1-- ;,
Corn
14
DAYS
I'll.KS CTUKD IX TO
4 5 7.
May
July
oats
53,,;
PA30 OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
Pork Jan. $17. 07'..; May $17.17'..
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed,
Lard Jan. $!.n; May $9.97 Vi.
ing or Protruding Piles in t to 14 days
Of the Great Southwest
Kibs Jan. $S.s7',ii; May Sa.O 7 '.i .
BOo
or money refunded.
Mock-- .
Write, for our 150 imge IllusOur work Is K1G1IT ki every deAmalgamated Copl" r
76V
trated FRJRK Seed Catalog in
partment, llubbm Laundry Go.
99
Atchison
the Fngllsli or hpunlsh
New-Mexic-

Hatchet

or a

SEE

Raabe&Mauger
N. First Street.

lff-I- 7

ALL THE WAY UP

..

$3'j4

Front the foundation to tlie sitingle on the root, wt are selling Building Material CSieaper than yon have bought (or
many years. Save at lcaat 25 per cent and

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material
PHONE 8.

Gi-ul-

CORN"

fi-

Lumber Co.

EH THIRD AND MARQUETTE.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

The Seed House

Latest things in Enamel BathroomJFixtures.

1?

Is a tool that is needed in every household. It
often has much to do with the peace of the
home. Some always cause the user to lose
his temper and consequently the whole family
suffers. We've all had experience with this
kind and appreciate a good tool when we get
a hold of one.
If you want a good Axe or Hatchet, one
that has the proper temper, that is sharp
when you buy it and stays sharp a long time,
whose handle is made of second growth hickory, correctly shaped and fitted into the eye
so that it has the perfect hang

.

Vi

fgjj

190!t:

Number of children Inspected, 1363;
last week, 1,26 4.
Number of pupils eent home from
school for sickne:H, 2, last week. 2.
Number of pupils refused admission
to school on account of contagious
disease in their family or In danger
ous proximity to their residence, 2
last week, 4.
Number of rases cf scarlet fever
among families of children now en
rolled In school, 2; last week. 2.
No contagious diseases have been
present among the school children
during the past week.
During the week sixty-fou- r
children
have been examined as returning
to school after prolonged absence;
n I..
Ihnaa ...ui..,1 ....ti I ,i Ua ...
v. .
PLAN TO DEDICATE
infljuiiijr
were not elck themselves but
j Cases
had been kept from school by heir
NEW HALL SA1URDAY parents on account of tho fear of
possible infection while at sehjol.
very respectruliy,
Governor Curry Wlil Assist at Open
r.OHEUT SMAIIT, M. D.
ing of llMlcy null D) llio
Inspector.
Vnlversity.

'.

Chiffoniers

and offer a special

OF HEALTH

97.

PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND 5TEAMFITTING

Phone 1020

XXXXXXJ XXXXXXXX)CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJCCXXXXXXXX)CXXX)OCXXXXX)

1

Call Phone or send for Solicitor.

and Salt Meal

KXJSILN

:
1

Copper and Third

Moat Market
lutai
ES1LL

and

A.

THIRD STREET
Steam

Grocery

Liquor Company

Particular peop.e have been
pleased with Columbus Meals for
many years. Have you tried them?

U KJnda of lYeab

We place on sale a
lot of odd

GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS CO.

EL PASO, TEX.

pr

I

Armour' Extract of Beef Demonstration

how to get one and wiiile you are there, try, with our compliments, a cup of ltcef Tea or Diulllon or some of the other delicious
dishes she i serving.

$1.00 a Bottle

A

Dressers and Chiffoniers

i

Clears the Skin Quickly
THAN

rili

OOOOCXX)

conti'-Hevised
choice recipes for Chafing Dish Cookery.
Entrees, Soups, Sauces, to., by & practical Instructor. The distribution Is limited. Ask the lady In charge of

VELVET SKIN LOTION

BETTER

PAGE

OOOOOOOOCXXXXXJUOC

WILL BE FAVORABLE

anvmm urvwiMtmiem

vxuhxjBTw

TOMORROW

EKQUE CITIZ EN.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Filnikot'

Rooflni

an-gua-

pfd
New York Central

THE FIRST NATIONAL BiNK
OF

100 ',4
130 Vi
133

Pennsylvania
Southern PaciniUnion Paclile ....
U. S. Steel

179
54
113

pfd

113-11-

V4

.

1

.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

cows $3.00 'n 5.(10.
Hogs, 12.00. Stno s' to 5c higher,
Hulk $5.75 ii 6. 20; h ivy $6. 15 '( 6.30;
paekerH and
s
hutch$5.90 fit 6.25;
light $5 60 ''I 6.10; p; s $4.50 'u 5.50.
7.0011,
Sheep
S!f,i!y Muttons $4.75
)
fii 3.75;
0 it 7.7V"i ;
range
l.unbs
w ethers $4 23 'ii 6.7'.,
I ewes $;t.ou'.i
4.25.

DEPOSITORY A. T. & S. P. RAILROAD CO.
REPORT

OF-

-

i

CONDITION NOVEMBER 27TH.1908

ttmeourtcc

notIsit

Notice

LIABILITY

di Tsigm--

i: TO
hlTeliy
have he,

(I illMTOlLS.
ven

i

xecu-iiwar-

Loans and Discounts
$'.571,139.43
Bonds, securities, etc. .
49,086.33
3Q.970.80
Banking House and fixtures. .
Gov'nt Bonds.. $ 333.937.50
Cash and Ex
1, 131,600. 00
Cash Resources
'.465. 537--

Capital
Surplus and Profit
Circulating noti-s

Deposits

$

200, 000 co
56,088.33

200,000.00
2,669,645 73

i

--

N. Main Street.
,
Cul.

Angt-lcH-

I
I
I

Western
Stock Show

j

DENVER, COLO.

t

,

i,

January

18-2-

It. W. Hi

Tft.i!

$3, 125,734.06

Qllickel,

' i

I'OltTKZ
of the K- -

!IS.
C.'l'M 'K

i'--

'

i:l.

of L I .vji d 1.

d"Ci US' d.

For the best work on shirt waists
patronize Ilubbs Laundry Co.

THE

'or this show the A. T.
lias authorized rate of

i 8.

WHOLESALE

1873

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest aud Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries in
the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

109

3,

g. PUTNEY

L.

XXXXX)OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJu

V. Hy

w

RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUEI1QUE, N. M.

.

SI9.7S
from Albuijupriiue to Denver aod
eturn. Tickets on Bile Jan. 6,
17,
return limit, Jan.
20, l!)(Kt; continuous passage in
both diiections.

WHITE HOUSE

RESTAURANT
209 8.

T. E. !

-a

M--iit..rs

$3,125,734.06

te

1

5

Total

d

tors of the estate
U.
ei. deceased, by tie
court of
Hi riialillo county. X w
Mexico, an
'.
persons
having
urns against taut
ai
enate are requir.-- t ;.n sent tile same
in the manner and within tlie time
by law; in, all persons Iii
-- '.'
di bled to said
Will settle fie
iii" v. it Ii tile uiel- r :n: d.
Quick-proim-

Ijob

I

that the

n

5

Albtfqocrqoe, New Mexico

....t.t.....t.t.Mnimttt(mtttt)t(IMMMt..
'OLD RELIABLE."
ESTABLISHED

V

Kansas City IvcMot-kKansas City, Jan. 18. Cattle
eeipts 10,000. Strom;
steers
$4.25'n 6. 16;
luthei i, cows $2.2511
4.5o; stockers and f. ders $3.40' 5.50;
bulls $3.25 i 5. 00, i m; lis $4.00'u S.25;
western steer $4.oo-- i 6.40;
western

AL13UQUERQUE.T NEW! MEXICO

Aggeler&MusserSeedCo.

ll'J',4

-

First and Marqtscttc

ml

Purdy,
Agent

MEALS

r

Come in

E

?

rirtt St.

AMD

AND BAR
Wines. Liquors and Cigars
Best Meal In Town From
5 Cents Up.

LUNCHES

the eating's fine

No Fancy Price

Here

RICO HOTEL

Rooms by Day, Week or Month
X

;

111

North First St.

SIX.

ALTUIQtTEKQUK

SUPPLY

WATER

ALREADY

The snow In the mountains Is
compact and the valleys are

very
very

icy.
Miami

Cora L. Wampler. There
Is much snow In the mountains nndi
evenly distributed.
Vcrmejo Park IT. W. Adams.
The snow is drifted.
Cleveland 1). t'assldy. The snow
is ilrirted Into the canyons and
Is
well pniked.
Kalis Peak V. K. Franklin.
Th..r..
dill uiini., ci,....- .... .1... n.,i.O,
lib s of the enn'yohs,
II "V
A. S. Bitshkclvtx. There was
18 Inches of snow In the valley, the
best snow In years, and it will be of
Immense value to the community.
Gonzales J, H. Tones The snow
ir evenly distributed over the low- lands, but In the f mt hills nnd the
in mi ii t .i us it was louse and has been
i
" ept int the canyons.
loclaila J. A. Utnlulph. There
lias been less snow than last year.
PasamotH. J. J.
Herring. The
in i.v remains only In drifts 3 to 4 j
'

More Will He Needed.

V

il&

Your printed matter

i

i

Stxw

..u..ik

There :iso"in- little Mioafall during De- r.i 1.1
Most of tlio snow rt ".uuhiing li et do, p.
, ,
or I
at the cn,i of the
Pismw Watershed mill Soul heii-- l.
t
f. ;i duilng the Isist few days
.1
4rv'-t
- tj
Vegas-H- .
Ijis
There'
A. Harvey.
l N
jiihrr, which at thu close of is no
miow on the south slopes but '
t)w
r:n period varied In depth from on
the north it is from 1 to 3 feet
i ft i inches on the plains to several In depth.
living in the!
Persons
In
higher
valleys
and
the
::i the
li
state that there is no furLight rains fell during mountains
mountains.
a
snow;
good
water supply Is
I) ri in In r, settling and incrusting the ther
already assured.
nnow in the ravines and canyons and
gas
Vi
Host
I.ns
F. o. Blood The
In many localities formed lee that
mi the mountains is evenly disw ill rvninln late into the coming sea-- j
tribute,
greater
and of
depth than a
ton. in the upper lUo Grande water- year asro.
shed come of the reports state that, lilorieta H. C. Yllcs. More .snow-Ia very fair water supply Is already
needed to assure a water supply.
assured.
There is no snow on the Houth slopes
In the San Juan watershed the
and but little below an altitude of
PUXCHIXG MACHINK AND TABl'LATOB.
depth of the snow In the val- ?,000 feet.
leys was 11 Inches and in the mounIt. Consbruch. There
Washington.
is
Jnlto
I. 'C, Jan. 18. until tho keys tell the whole story of
tains IS inches, which Is quite fa- some drifted snow in the White Thinking done by machinery is what the cook In tiie kitchen or the bank
j
vorable. The average depth in the mountains.
nllly now bl, g(.,,n in ttu, i;nted Suites president in the parlor.
mountains of the Mo Grande waterCloudcroft J. F. Bailey. The snow census ofllce. A new machine, even
AVhen the whole story of the parshed was 2 2 Inches. In the San Fran- In the Sacramento mountains remains more wonderful than the Hlleri.A ticular person has- - been told on the
cisco and Mimbres the average was on the ground only In the dark, cool tabulator, hits been invented by Jas. key board, the operator pulls a lever
1.5 inches., and no snow remained ex- places.
I'owerw. mechanical expert for the and by an electric device the rthle
cept upon the highest mountains.
census, nnd the methods of census batch of holes is punched in one moOver the Canadian watershed the avwork have again been revolutionized. tion,, and tho card is dropped into a
erage depth was 14 inches and the LEARN WHILE
YOU EARN The Towers machine one of which pile.
conditions are considered fairly faISut the niuehlne does even more.
is now operating at the census bulld- In the lower Pecoa and
vorable.
It will not tell
ing, courttlrrg and tabulating appura- - It corrects mistakes.
Southeast watershed there was a rel11 wlu (,
the w'"'k "l hult a a seeming untruth. If the keys are
The home study department of the tUiatively small snowfall, the average
pushed down In su h a way ns to say
reported depth being 6 Inches, but Tyler Commercial college is becoming 'zen people and Director North
popuar, and students are enroll- - un'a that' wltn a ful1 battery of these that tho person is a, female and is a
In the upper Pecos near its source,
or Is a male midwife, the
there are several feet of compact ing from many dllTerent states for machines, the Increased work of the blacksmith,
a bell. That puts the
snow and the prospects for water courses of
business coming census will be performed in machine rmss
on notice and the lnlstuke
training, shorthand, typewriting, tel- - ,0Hfl time and with fewer people than
are considered favorable.
has to bo remedied.
The following notes are from the cgraphy, etc. New and modern meth- - was the census of l'JUO.
Hut the machine does still more.
cds of teaching by mall are used,
reports of correspondents:
I" census work every fact gather-methothat secure the interest of ed in regard to the population or bus-th- e While it is punching the cards it is
fcan Juan Watershed and Northwest.
countingand tabulating them, too.
student and hold it. All work In Iness of the country is translated into
Pagosa Springs, Colo. C. T. Boroughs The snow is evenly distrib- this department is fully guaranteed; the language of holes punched in There are dials which show not only
the"
total number punched, but a dozmoney cards. Itemember this fact and it ,!s
uted. Heavy rains in December melt- If not entirely satisfactory,
ed much of the snow and filled the If refunded. Do not Judge our home i arty to understand how the mavhlnte en other sets of facts desired in the
early reports of the census.
study work by that of any other work.
gulches with ice.
Thus, with these machines,
the
Pagosa Junction, Colo. W. Zabris-ki- e. school, for our methods of teaching, A hole In the upper left hand cor-nr- e
count will be ready as soon as the
vastly different from those used ner, for Instance, means that the p.
There is much more snow this
any other school.
year than last.
aon
a male; a hole in the next cards are punched.
'Hardly less remark-ablIs the imWrite for full particulars, get our square to the right would signify
Blanco W. A. Creager. There Is
and you will agree with us, male. The next hole signllles that th. prove tabulator. Thin ia a machine
more snow than during the past two
years.
that you can make a great success person is a native born the next that which, like the Hollerith machine,
Cedar Hill Win. Craig. The out- of the work at your home, if you he is a foreign born citizen, another picks out and enumerates any set of
look for' water supply la good, as leally desire to learn while you earn, place, that he is above 20 years of facts desired nbout the population.
Hut instead of a row of dial faces
there is more snow on the hills than Fill in the following blank with your uk- -, another that he Is married;
e
and address and mall to the uther that he I employed and o on which formerly registered the totals,
a year ago.
Aztec J. O. Kello. There Is more Home Study department. Tyler Com- - through the two hundred and
the new machine prints the results
colege , lyler. Texas, and you odd facts that the population seh.
snow than usual on the mountains.
on ticket taps.
Haynes S. H. Haynes. There Is
If. for Instance, it were desired to
iwtleular free of ulu show8 a,bout t.ach of tho 80 000,
very Httlo snow; It Is drifted on the
discover how many man milliners
'0U0 ,er8,,n" w'huu ""
aPt'
""tl.
Name
sides or the hills.
are In the I'nited States, who
i uei e tin- iiien pu.iiuu.uoo earns, there
Tohatchi L. P. Brink. There Is Address
punched
In such a manner as to were born in thlg country, are. bacheach
no snow except on the north sides of
give a complete. description (In th elors, ore ubova Jhe. age of 40. are
rrcsldont Helps odians.
the hills.
of holes in a card), of the landed proprietors, white and above
Hundred of orpnaus have been language
Ili'o tiramlc Watershed.
person counted. There bj a card for live feet in height, this
would
Abltiuin Henry Grant. The snow helped by the president of The Indus- you the reader of
nulckly go through
the SU 000,000
this paragraph
trial aad Orphan's Home at Macon, if you
as drifted into the canyons and
were In tin- I'nited states in cards examining each person
Ga., who writes: ''We have used Electied into a crisp of Ice.
him or her self and with
1900. and there will be another for
Cliama F. C. Johnson. The snow tric Bitters in this Institution for nine you
mechanical, certainly report the total
In the tcxt census.
is evenly distributed, compact, and years. It has firoved a most excel'lent
Th big Job, it will readily be seen, printed on the tlvker tape.
medicine for stomach, liver and kidthere is more than a year ago. '
L'ntil the Hollerith
Powers
Espanola C. L.
Pollard. The ney troubles. We regard It as one is to take the reports brought in by machines were invented ami
all this work
the field workers the
enow Is compact but not drifted.
of the best family
medicines on
take their "population sehe.lul. s" had to be done with pen and paper
Cerro K. D. Leon. The snow is earth." It invigorates the vital organs to
and
the eyes. The result wus
cwept Into the canyons.
purifies the blood, ald digestion, cre- as they are called and to translate that with
Tacts gathervd for cen.sus purthem into the punched cards. And
Joseph. The ates appetite.
Caliente A.
OJo
To strengthen
pura
and
were not classified or totalled
snow on the mountains is evenly dis- build up thin, pale, weak children or this Is the ta.sk for which the powers for years
after they were collected.
tributed and packed solid, having run down people It has no equal. Best machine la devised.
Formerly the cards were all punch- When the results were published fh.-been frozen after a rain; this insures for female complaints. Only 50c at
Xow an electric
ed by hand. For each hole the clerk were .mt of date.
an ample supply of water for Irriga- all dealers.
u hole in a bit
had to raise ami depress a lever. The needle passing through
tion for the coming season.
of pasteboard an. I completing a ciradjusted
card
to
be
had
and
the
force
San Pedro X. J. Strumquist. The
fkfjc!
applied lis many times as there were cuit by dipping Into a cup of mertnow in the mountains Is in drifts
A
?5 standard Phonograph given holes.
The process was tedious nnd cury, does the work of the human
from one to three feet deep.
and wheels and levers msko the
It was also subject to many eye;
Santa Cruz U. F. Mos. The snow away. A chnnce given with each II "low
addition" which formerly had to ba
Drawing Feb. 17th, 1909. crrons.
Is packed hard in thu mountains and purchase.
Special low rates for Holiday goods,
valleys.
Willi th new machine the operator maili in the 'head.
Is riot this thinking
doing clerirtantu Ke Frank Owen. The snow Futrelle Furniture Co., West end of sit.j down to a keyboard which looks
i
evenly distributed In the higher vladyct.
like an overgrown typewriter. The cal thinking by machinery?
o
valleys and packed solid in the canschedule ,,f population is hung up In
Till: PliltrVV ALMANAC.
yons iind ravines.
Our shirt and collar work Is per- - sin!it and the operator touvhes a. key
Cuba C. H. Berry. There Is about feet. Our "DOMKSTIO FINISH" ; for each fact? to be enumerated. One
The
inches on the Jemez range, the pnqx'r tliln& We load other key says that the person Is black, an- supplieddruggists have already been
the Peruna almanac
.but 'fit of the range there has been follow.
other thut the person is a female, a for I '.tost. with
In addition to the regular
very little
IMPF.KIAL IiACXDUY CO.
third that .she ia a renter, and so on
astronomical matter usually furnishJemez Springs J. B. Block. The
ed in almanaes,
the articles on assnow In mot ., in the shady place
trology are very attractive to most
and al ng th ..orthern elopes.
people.
The mental
les
Plailtas (1. .'. Kills. The snow Is
t each mkii an- given with faithful
drifted und well packed, more so than
accuracy.
A list of lucky and
untifcual.
lucky clas will be furnished to those
San Bafael C. M. Grover. There
who
have our almanacs, free of
it home snow on the Zuni mountains
charge. Address The Peruna Co.,
and Mount Taylor is well covered.
Columbus,
Ohio.
, Mountalniiir
Mrs. J. W. Corbett.
On the north sides of the Manzano
I!I(I
AGENTS,
MONEY
FREE
mountains the snow has settled and
(15 days only),
3AMPI.K OKKKIi,
is compact.
iright, sparkling, famous $5
ltosedale J. T. Stoneklng. The
.Simulation Dtamond Ring;
enow Is drifted on the north aides.
brilliancy equal
genuine detection
Kingston I. F. Prevost. There Is
every requiretaffies experts fll!
about a foot of snow on the Black
ment of the moat exacting pleat-es- i
range.
scratch
match
light
Just
a
the most fastidious at only
Cilia and Mimbres.
Kan I'raiii'-lxfot lie cost of the real diamond.
the Perfection Oil Heater
Manuelito W. A. I.. Tarr. There
A;: a means of introducing this maris no now in the higher mountains.
Wherand
shivering.
stop
scintillatl-.ivelous nnd wonderful
Mogollon
t. 11. Klrkpatrlck. The
gem, and securing
as many new
snow In the Mogollon mountains
is
ever you have a room that'i
friends as quickly as possible, we
well packed but not drifted.
hard to heat that the furare making a special inducement for
Lee
Baldwin. In the
there
nace doesn't reach
the new year. Wo want you to wear
valleys but little snow has fallen, but
tbltt beautiful ring, this Masterpiece
in the mountains It is from six
you'll need a
of Man's Handicraft, thl simulation
indos to a foot deep.
V. C. Belden. There
that 8parkle3 with all the beauty,
Cliff
is no
and fla.shes with all the fire of the
tnow in the valleys, but on the
Genuine Diamond. We want you to
MuKollon range the depth is about
fcix im hi s.
show It to your friends and take or
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
Mimbres Chan. Dennis. There .is
ders for us, as it sells itself cells
no snow on the mountains.
at Bight and makes 100 per cent
Just the thing for blizzard lime or between eaon. Its genial
There
Uitn J. W. Turner.
profit for you, absolutely without efglowing
make
heat
cheerful
any room
and cozy. No smoke
lias been but very little inow, but
fort on your part. We want good,
smell smokeless device prevents.
Brass
good shower have been general Ovei
honest, representatives
everywhere.
holds 4 quarts of oil burning 9 hours. Fin- In every locality, city or country, in
this section. '
stei-pi(
.
u.X
i
11.
Spencer.
Hock
In
fact,
every country throughout the
ished in japan and nickc inevery neater warranted.
There is no snow nearer than the
world, both men and women, young
M'iK'illoii raiiKe.
and old, who will not sell or pawn
('link
twelve
Chan. I'oe. About
the Barnatto Simulation Diamon.is
steadv.softlioht
inches of snow fell but It has all
under the pretense that they are genvhich is so much appreciated by workers and
inelted; water is plentiful.
uine gem as uch action oometlme?
.
Oniiiiliun and Nortliwcfct
students.
Made o brass, nickel plated w ith the
bads to trouble or unban aliment
Aurora J. C Lueero The enow Is
IT you want a Simulation dlani .nj,
latest improved central draft burner. Every lamp
drifted into the timber and canyons
substitute
for the genuiiu
warranted. Write our nearest agency for dewiol i"
compact.
dver;i.-nien- t
Aai: act. today, tm this
scriptive circular if your dealer cannot supply
Baldy B. W. Gieske The mow
may no. appear asan ti;
the Perfection Oil I leater or Rayo Lamp.
lias .ltifteii Into the canyons and Is
come, first served. Kor free lam- '
ry compact.
tffer,
beautiful ring, earrings, st .'
CONTINENTAL
OIL.
CO.
He.
John rtton. The snow Is
(Incorporated)
"r scarf (stick) pin, address
'.bout four inches deep in the shade
THE RARN'ATTO DIAMOND CO.
of the timber in the canyons.
Chlcage
Ulrard liuildlng.
J. F. Carrlnston.
Klizibethtown
Mention this paper.
Jan. IS.
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Snow Has Fallenjn the Moun ,
t jlns In Abundance. Though

MONDAY.

THIS MACHINE REALLY THINKS

-

l

crTlZETT.

is

usually your first representative to a prospective customer. You should not send
a shabby represei.tative

-

If you have lost your Job
you can soon get another by
running an ad in

I
I

j

The Citizen
WANT COLUMNS.

The cost is small; the
sults are big.

tir'--

re-

av-r;i-

B ffB

E B ffD &

Of the Right Sort

.

'

P

ED. FOURNELLE

Carpenter

and Builder
Jobbing

Promptly

Attended

to

-

tig-ve-

Phones-

-

Shop

10C5;

Residence 552

Shop Corner Fourth St. and Copper Ave.

book-keepin- g,

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

J
I

ds

r--

H

fittv-mercl-

-

niac-hin-

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED. T
TRANSFER STABL.1"
Horse and Mules bought ' J Ex
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THv CITT
Second Street
Centis an4
Copper At.
bet-wee-

Don't Forget Th6
PLAiK MIL!
TJIK OLDEST MILL LV THE CTTI
lien In need of uhil dimr Iramu
etc Screen work a upedalty 40
houtri urst Srcet. TelMilwnie 461.

ALBUQUERQUE

e

CLOSING OUT
Sale of clothing, shoes, underwear.
blankets, comforts at unheard of low
prices. Don't miss this.
$3.T,9
Men's suits up to JS at
Mens $1.61 pantaloons
Sl.tt
Men's odd coats, $1.50, $2 and $2.50
Hoys' suits $4.50 and $5 at
$3.09
And every article In the house at like
reductions.

BUYERS' UNI 01

CASH

122 Norlb iaeead
WM. DOLDE, Prop.

j
i

Highland Livery
BAMBROOK.

59.

i

Ption

i

In the oitj.
the pleinfl

turnout.

For More Than Twenty Years

THE CITIZEN
has been producing the highest class of Job Printing for
the business men of this city
and the other cities and
towns of New Mexico. We
have always kept abreast
with the times and are better than ever equipped to
execute your order.
Whether it be a hundred
cards or a hundred thousand
edition, your order will receive the careful attention of
competent workmen.
We guarantee prompt delivery and full count.

BRO

IIS, tan B
Utv triven

Proprietor 4

tlMta.

-

Mont

Ha-rat-

Attractive, Business Getting

to

u

it
Beater

k?

PERFECTION Oil

'

r
r-

VaU-rliM-

v-r-

nno

.i

LalI1P

i,
I

m n

th

"YKS,

MAM.

VOIR

u

i
I

ni

t.i.
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AND

PRINTING

KOIJiS
Will make your breakfast one of the
n ot enjoyable meals of the day
that Is, if you get them from the
Pioneer Uakery." Don't get the notion that all bread and rolls are
alike. Ours are light, dainty, crisp.
Inviting they tempt you to eat more
tnd more. Can you say tho same of
others? Try us and you'll buy of us.

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First

St

KILLthe COUCH
AND

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
w,th

WP

tt THR0S.T

ND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATlsFACXCKY

OR MONEY REfUNDtO.
nTTsnwrirrrri-- 1 in i iiiiiiismi

As a man is judged by the
clothes he wears so a firm is
judged by the printing it
sends oat. Do you realize the
value of a neat, well printed
letterhead or booklet?

MONDAY,

JAM'AKY

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEX.

18. 1909.

.J1

.

7-

PAOF

is ..

..)

No Better Range

for

CLASSIFIED ADS

WANTK
oflice.

Clean rags at the Citizen

Tu buy a sxtlo saddle
TlAN'IS
pony. Address 605 West Lead ave-aa-

e.

agent
with
Knergetio
g
big
ioue saare time to exploit
west-era
aietositlon; also popular
keeKs. P. O. Box 400. El Pase,

WANT It

eel-lin-

PHYSICIANS

Ad-ar-

10-1- 8

Bor-radall- e,

SOLOMON

ARE RELEASED
FROM JAIL

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
WEST

VIADUCT

END

HAS SAILED ALL WATERS
SAVE THE CANALS OF MARS

U. BURTON, M. D.

li-fe-

Residence, 010 So. Walter St. Phono
1030. Orrico, 9 Burnett ltldg.
Phono, 617.

t

I

If I

DRS. BRONSON A BRONSON

Phylaas

5

v

ami gnrgeoosi

i

Over Tann's Drug Store
OfBoo 628; Residence 1666.

"

iv

'

-

-

Furnished

gen-orat-

Honrs 10 to 13 and 9 to 4.
Telephone 886.
Rooms 8, 8 and 10, State Nations!
Bank Block.

Veterinary Surgeon
'

DR. PERCY S. ISAACSON,

v.

DENTISTS

90-1-

Opportunities

r

-

if

v

s4

V

'

!

'

v

'

IJ

DR. J. E. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms a and s, Barnet BojiUtmg
Over O'lUelly's Drug Stare
Appointments made by Mad.
Pbooe 744.

'J

f..

.

k- -

y k.u:, ,;

Offcvt.

DRS. OOFP AND PETTIT.

JOHN SCHMIDT (OX THE LEFT).
DENTISTS.
IS.
"Jbhn 19 times, been round the wrld three
Rotterdam,
Jan.
times, crossed the Pacific six times,
stowaway!"
Schmidt,
Room 12,
rounded the Horn seven times, Cape
in
might
way
vocation
the
In this
of Good Hope four times and knows
N. T. Armijo Building.
man be written the color of the China era, ndlan
life of this
down.
He le only 24, but about the ocean, Arctic and Anarctle waters.
EDMUND J. AlXUSIt, D, D. B.
"He's one of the best sailors I
only water ho has not sailed are the
ever saw," Capt. Stenger
of the
Office hours, I a. m. to 11:66 p. m canals of Mars.
Noordam declared to a party of pas1:86 to p, m.
Since .he wns 14, John has been a sengers, one of whom made the picetowaway and many ea eaptalns ture, "und for that reason ho Is not
Appointments made by snail
know his faiee well. A funny thins down among the Mokers."
84 i West Central Avenue. Pboa
45. about
it Is that "Jack" is never un"Jack" apeaks Dutch, Spanish,
welcome. It Is Just the reverse, for French, German and English,
lis
he lias the reputation of being one linguistic talents being put to the
LAWYERS
of the best sailors that ever battened test by passengers aboard nhip.
a hatch.
R-- W. D. BRYAN
Ha went abroad in New
York
Schmidt's name is really Altu.ar-r- a, while the ship was In dock and hid
belongiIndian,
b
Went
and he
a
among the freight. Safely at sea ho
Attorney at Law
ng; to one of the
families in that rame out. "I'm going to seo my
i
group
Spanlxh
and
of islands. lie
he began, but Capt. Sten- moth"
ONoe Firs .tatlonal Bank BaOdtac
Dutch, his mother coining from Hol- er roconized ihim and put him to
Albuquerque, New Mexteo.
Inland. Hi face is ua dark as an
work.
E. W. DOBSOS
dian's and among the crew of the
1
Noordum, beside
foreastle of
Don't (iet a Divorce.
Attorney at Law.
snapshot
A western Judge granted a divorce
which the nee iniii.'inying
was taken, he a. noticeable for this on account of
and bad
Of nee, Cromwell Block.
fact, and by reason f his great breath. Dr. King's New I.lfe Pills
Alboqnevqae, N. H.
statui e. He Is a veritable giant, as would have prevented Jt. They cure
will Jjc seen by comparing him to constipation, causing bad breath nnd
fhe other man an ordinary tdze.l liver trouble the
dispel
IllA U, BOND
seaman.
colds.
conquer
banish headaches,
Schmidt Iran rop-- . d the Atlantic. chills. 2Du at all dealers.
Attorney at
w.

t

b't

Pension a. Land Patents Ouyy wrtah
Caveats, Ueuer FateaJ , Trade
Marks, CUlana,
$6 F Street, N. W,
D. C

KEPOKT OF THE CONDITION OF

THOS. K. D. MADDISOH

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Wa-htngt-on.

Ofac

11T

law.

At the Close of Business January 4, 1909

T. W. gPKXOSK

Fboae

1131 Sou Lb Walter Street.

K58

INSURANCE

RESOURCES
Loans an J)W'
I'orids and otle-Heal Estate
Furniture and
1

Cnh an!

B. A. SLEYSTER

Due

(

1.

,,

.is

13

and

4jflMerae,

14, Oomw II Block.
N. M. Fbone 1S6

A. K. WALKER

n other

$1,331, 062.

f'urplu

I; p
T in

ii

i S.lljj' et

'ei t ili.-t-

-

FHTV
lit

CAM FO UN
ou can

n by

I.

W.

.

S.

named bank.
In the 1,1 t of

of
PAPKKS
1.1st

I

A
m.-e- rt

i

I

"heck

.

dlf- -

play U'l.i in bli .'iter.s for
FIVE DOM.ARS 1'ER INCH
Tlie Duke Advertising Agency,
Incorporsted.
427 S. Main St. 12 Greary 8t
Los Angeles, fa!. San FranclseJ.

'4444

II

ii.e

!:

M'

434.toti.37
1,331.06

cr, Vl?c l'r, si. lent arid Ca.shler of the abive
mnly
that the above st.iti rat nt Is true
k:.owl.-!g- e
and belief.
W. S. STRIi.'KLEH,
Vice president and Cafehivr.
a ! :i !
.1
ir.e this 'th day of J.inu iry,
k

.

m

v.

i: it i n'T."
;

Xotuiy Public.
Atte.-t-

:

SI.OMON

tit)

xle

r.

Correct

lOOdo.OO
CO,fpi.::o

esi;,:is9.93

.

.f

.

t

.J

i.l I'i

of Xi
County of lit r:

Matoal nuQclloc

C

EIAIHEITIIOS
f:.j.:4! I'.i.d Ff

i

flT West Central Atcum.

920.071. '."
10.00o.0y
6, 000.
383.9D0.5l

i::ink

$

Fire Iosoiaaee

f.'ml fur Our

$

12,(i6o."j

Insurance, Real KMate, Not" --7
Publla.

totals

a

Tombstone, Ariz., Jan. 18. The application for a writ of habeas eor-p- u
son behalf of tho Indian chief
nnd a half dozen o his
followers, which was argued before
Judgo Doan In the district court wa-denied but all of the Indian pris
and Polly
oners except
were released on an order from the
Jndl-.- n
department at Washington
instructing the officers In charge of
the Indians to dkmlss the charge
except
against all of the Indians
those two.
The case was a most Interesting
pus on behalf of the Indian chief
points of law. The right of the Unl
ted States to hold prisoners through
the war department without giving
them a hearing was Involved and a
number of Indian) who nre virtually
held prisoners In the different sec
Hons of the country were concerned
in the decision of the court.
The application of tho writ was
filed ln behalf of the eight Navajo
Indians who at present are ibeing
held as prisoners of war at the government prison at Ft. Huachuca,
as follows:
named
"Polly," "Slsco,"
Blcla-o- "
sr,"
and
werj
The Indians
pla-fon
under arrest
October 28,
lio7, on the Navajo reservation, aVut
four miles east of Aneth, Utah, according to tho writ, which cause .r
oinp'alnt laid before any Justice of
any committing magistrate.
They
were jeneed unjer arrest by Captali
Harry
Wlllard and at the Bane
time there was a fight between the
troops and the Indians and two t
the Indians .were killed and one
wounded. These Indians since their
arrest were first taken to Ft. Win- gate and later to Ft. Huachuca, and
sclnce that time have been held at
tho post and havo not been advised
at any time, according to the writ,
of the reason of their arrest and
confinement and sentence to hard
labor Indefinitely.
The resolution made by Senator
Teller In Congress shortly after the
arrest of the Indians Is made a part
of the writ, and recites the alleged
wrongn of the arrest of the Indians,
The application for the writ was
made by Attorney Gibson, who went
over to the fort during the month of
November with an interpreter and
had the affidavits signed by them as
well as the reading of the petition of
the writ. The Indians at that time
were brought up In front of tlie
quarters, and after arranging themselves in a circle the Interpreter read
the petition to them they signified
their approval by a number of grunts.
One of tho Indians had kiipt a record of tho number of nights that
they had ibeen In confinement which
was a curlouHlty.
He ihad a sheet of
brown wrapping paper about two
yard.s long folded up Inside of ills
shirt, and bringing it out showed It
to the interpreter, stating that it
showed the number of nights that
they had been held without being
given a hearing. On tiho paper from
the top to about ihalf way down
were a string of ciphers with an x
every tenth one,
through
drawn
showing how he had kept track of
the time.
The government will attempt to
prove that tho Indians are held as
prisoners of war, and that at tho
time of their arrest and jirevlous
thereto hud been guilty of a number
f violations of tho United States
laws.
It Is claimed that they were
a part of a band of thirty renegade
Indians who rebelled against the
supervision of the agent of the res
ervation and that they had threatened
to kill him; that they were killing
and driving off stock of the white
settlers ln that vicinity, an well, as
that of the peaceful Indians, and
that they were buying and selling
their daughters to one another for
ponies, etc., and were al.--o commit
ting bigamy by taking two or more
le

LUX A.
J. C. BALI'ltlDGE
W. J. JOHNSON.

,"

wives.
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West Gold Ave.

ARCHITECT
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Skj

(Graduate of Toronto, Canada.)
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist.
Phone 781; night phone 1151. Office: Frank's blacksmith shop.

Atoraey at

By--

"At-city-

Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.

and

HMeand Polly Held
Prisoners as Result of
Government
Order

Only

"By-a-lll-l-

A. G. SHORTLE, M. D.

b.

EMS

Why

j

Physician and Surgeon.

Homeopathic

Some
Reasons

Any Money

We ol.so linve the following
well known ranges: Bouqucti,
for
Wonder, The t'linniplon,
Conl or Gas; The Clilef, Princeton, and tlieniKT llrtiiges $13
nnd up.

Office Phono
Foil KENT One ' furnished t eem,
67.
605 North Fourth street.
Residence 906 Wert Tijeras.
FOll RENT Typewriters, all kinds.
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange, Hours: 1 A. M. to 13 A. M.; 3 to 4
F, M.; 7 to 8 P. M. ; Sundays
21 i West Central.
9:36 to 16:36 A. M.
RENT Three nice large sunay
FK
rooms for light housekeeping. Low
WAirrai w. smith, sr. n.
rent. Apply at rear 64 West Central ave.
Grand Building.
Third ana Central.
Full RENT Portion ol good wareeasy
drays
access
house;
of
for
or hauling goods. Innuire
Practice limited. Hernias. Diseases
-IV this office.
of Women, Diseases of the Rectum,
Genito-Urlnar- y
diseases.
Albuquerque, N. M.

WANTKB Permanent position by
saarvlea man; am an expert bookeleven
and accountant;
keeper
years experience; gilt edge bank
ana saercantlle references. .
FOR SALE
J. T. N., care Citizen,
regarding Foil SALE Ranch of 8 acres, 4
Information
WANTMD
acres In alfalfa; good
house,
farm or business for sale; not parS4 mlles out. Price, $1,050. J.
ticular a'out location; wish to hear
diliorradafle. corner Third and Oold.
from ewner only, who will sell
rect to buyer; give price, descrip- FOR SALE Residences, ranches unil
tion, and, state when possession can
elty lots; some good bargains. Rio
be had. Addresa L. Darbyshlre.
Grande Valley Iand Ce., Jehn
Box 230, Rochester, N. Y.
agent. Corner Third and
Gold avenue.
WANf KD Sollle&LeBreton at 117
West Gold avenue, will pay the FOR SALE $1,650, at a great barfcighset prief fur second hand
gain, a nice cottage home In good
goodit. Phone 422
repair; garden, shade, lawn and
barns. Call at 40S North Arno.
V .ANTED
buccesa Magazine requires
the service of a man- In Albuquer- FOR SALE Or will exchange fbrAU
que to look after expiring subscripbuquerque real estate, eight fine
tions' and to secure new business by
residence lots at Long Beach, Cal.
means of special methods unusualApply at Citizen office.
tf
position permanent; FOR SALE
ly effective;
house,
modern
prefer one with experience, bat
house
well furnished, with
would consider any applicant with
on back of lot; fine place for roomgood natural qualifications; salary
ers. Will sell on easy terms or
$1.80 per day, with commission optrade for smaller place. Porter-fiel- d
tion. Address, with references, It.
& Co., 216 West Qold avenue.
room 112, Success
C. Peacock,
A fine Hardman piano,
SALE
FOR
Magazine Bldg., New York.
good as new, beautiful tone. A
chance to possess an Instrument of
Rooms
unexcelled make at just half what
it Is worth. On extlblt at Whlt-son- 's
rooms
furnished
Two
FOR RENT
Music store, 124 South Secbusihousekeeping;
close
light
for
ond street, Albuquerque.
M.
rent.
Jno.
low
center;
ness
FOR SALE
brick. High
Moor Realty Co., 219 W. Copper.
lands, $1,600. Better look at It.
Porterfleld Co., 216 West Gold.
SALESMEN
hotel and
FOR SALE1 Transient
rooming house. Box 44.
WANAED Capable salesman to cover
honey, to
New Mexico with staple line. High FOR SALE1 Extracted
can for
pounds for $1.00: 60-lcemmiaelons, with $100 monthly
to
position
$5.00.
Order by postal of W. P.
advance. Permanent
DeCo.,
Allen, P. O. box 202. Albuquerque,
right man. Jess H. Smith
N. M.
troit, Mich.
:
SALESMEN Experienced In any line
to sell general trade In the southAC
west An unexcelled specialty propCommissions with $35
osition.
MALE OR FEMALE, can
weekly advance for expenses. The AGENTS,
mako all kinds of money selling
Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland,
my Pongee Swiss Embroidered
Ohio.
Waist Patterns and. Silk Shawls.
1909
who
SALESMAN WANTED for
Big money for you. Catalogue
to
any
In
line,
has had experience
mailed on request. Joseph Gluck,
Mexico
In
New
sell general trade
621 Broadway, N. Y. city.
proposition.
an unexcelled specialty
Agents to sell newly patWANTED
adweekly
Commissions with $35
ented rapid selling household spevance for expenses. Our season
cialty for manufacturers; great deopens January 4th. The Continental
mand with large profits. Address
Jewelry Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Manufacturer,
P. O. Box 1706,
500 experienced salesmen
WANTED
Pittsburg, Pa.
of good address at once to sell
and we will explain how we
Mexican lands; big commissions; WRITE
pay any man $85 per month and all
our best men are making $500 to
traveling expenses to take orders
everybody bu79
$1,000 a month;
for portraits. Experience unnecesCom
West
Coast
Mexican
land.
sary. This offer made by the greatpany, Kansas City. Mo.
est portrait house In the world.
talesHoneBt, energetic
WANTED
Write now before It Is too late.
men to sell a general line of high
R. D. Martel, Dept. S20. Chicago.
resgrade food products to hotel3,
or lifetime,
Opportunity
AGENTS
taurants, farmers, rancher and
no experience necessary, big cash
other large consumer. Experience
profits dally and one agent made
we teach you the
unnecessary;
$21 In one hour; every one will
business; exclusive territory. Our
buy; we issue more accident and
goods are guaranteed full weight,
sickness policies than any other
full measure and In every way
similar company In the world; we
meet the reulrement of all pure
give the most popular and cheapfood laws. Exceptional opportunest Insurance written; new plan, $1
ity; write today for particulars.
a year for $100 policy; no assessJohn Sexton & company. Wholements or dues; other amounts In
sale Orovers, Lake &. Franklin sts.,
proportion; death benefit, weekly
Chicago.
Indemnity, free medical attendance,
our
line
selling
original popular
features,
BIG MONEY made
either
sex; all claims promptly and libof Gasoline Lighting Systems which
and
rn
mod
extensive,
Is the most
erally settled;
assets.
Insurance
manufactured under one
$500,000;
reliable representatives
Is
light
Inverted
roof. Our latest
wanted everywhere, exclusive territory; liberal, permanent Income
a wonder; 800 candle power;
Increasing each year, absolutely
and lighted from the floor;
can bo turned down to a very low
sure. Address International Corpitch; will stand any draught;
poration, 231 Broadway, department
53, New York.
suitable for the store or home; owing to Its patentable feature we
c
petiat
you
protect
t
can
we
fica
FOUND
LOST
tion. A Ave year guarantee irttra
success; deproven
a
system;
each
mand enormous; quick seller; big LOST Oil STRAYED A large yellow
Tom C'et. Answers to the name of
money maker; exclusive territory.
if returned to 714 E.
Illinois
Mitze.
Knight Light Co..
Tron ave.
St.. Chicago. IU.
in Post Card
ALKSMEN liilen-bii-AUCTIONEER
side line, write for our new offer.
Free sample outfit, highest comcommissions. We manufacture
J. M. Soilie of the firm of Soilie &
plete line of albums, stands, card, Le Breton, 117 West Gold avenue,
W.
views. Continental Art Co., $36
has obtained an auctioneer's license
Monroe St., Chicarp.
for the purpose of serving the public
Experienced, to sell our in that capacity as well as doing an
SALESMAN
own store
line cakes and candy specialties to auction business at their
the retail grocery trade In Albu- on Thursday of each week, at 2:30
querque and adjoining territory, and 7:36 o'clock. Mr. SolIle has
r.nwost nrtnes: hlehe.rt aua'.lty; lib tiad broad experience in the auction
eral commission contract; exclusive business In his younger days. With
his close attention to business and the
comerrUory. The Roser-Runkpolite and easy way in which he can
pany, Kenton, Ohio,
address the people, will assure him
success as in other days. The peoMALE HELP
no
ple of Albuquerque ean make
mistake in giving Mr. Sollie their
By big work.
MEN WANTED yl'Ii"KLY
Chicago mail order house, to distribute catalogues, advertise, etc,
fii a week; $6'' expense allowance Business
flrnt wsalh; no experience required
Manager. Dept. 501, 35 Wabash WANTED
Man w:th small capital.
Take charge of territory for meraveiiii. Ch.enc.
chandising husimss; write Vr parMEN Tike or.lt rs for the largest
Pipe Automatic Merticulars
portrait house. Som of our men
chandising Company, Corn Ki
.ire making f000 a mmth. so can
chai.ge Bank Building. Chicago.
yen.
AJJie.-- s
N.itl nal Art anil
Crayon Co., Dept. 447. Chicago.
STAG 13 TO JKMKZ LEAVES 211
A vote agulusl tlie sccr Itouds Is a WIST GOLD EVLItY MORNING AT
5 O'CLOCK.
vole agalust Greater Albuquerque.

NAVAJO INDIANS

'$35 Up

They Reach More People Daily Than You Can See In a Month

FOR REN1

Made

The leader of the Indians is "Ily- ' who Is about seventy years
f age and U regarded as a magician
or iiieilieiue man. 'I'll,. Indians
that he by means of hidden dart
"liogie." another
killed
medicine,
man In sympathy of the government
officials, and that it is the evil In
fluences of
that ho caused
the trouble. He Is one of the prls- nieis now lo ld at Ft. Huachuca, and
in whose
lnha!f the writ is being
sought.
The Interests of the government In
the case are being looked after by
I'nited States Attorney Joe Alexander
and Attorney Ward, of the bureau of
Indian offalis, of Washington.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo, i.ucas
County, ba:
Frank J. ( henry makes oath that he
is senior partner or the llrm of K. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business ln the
City of Toledo, Countv ana Kiute aforesaid, and that Bald firm will pay the
sum of O.NK liUNDK&IJ
li(jl.l.AKs
tor each and every cas
ef Catarrh
that cannot lie cured by the usu or
Mall's Cularrh ('tire.
FKANK J. C1IKNKV.
Bworn to before me and subscribed
my presence, this 8th day of

le
embtr, A. i.. is)
A. W. OI.KAH N,
'Seal.)
Notary 1'ubltc.
Hull a Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally,
s
nrt
inu acts directly on the blood
surfaces or tho system. bciiU lot

in

1KV'

0
nceauso The C'UIcn Is a
home paper. It Is either
delivered by carrier
the house or Ls carried
home by the liusineKs
man when Ms day's work
Is done and It STAYS
TIIKKK. A morning paper Is usually carried
down town by the liend
of the family and hurriedly read.

I
Tlie Citizen is not rend
hurriedly, lint thoroughly so that all advertise,
menu receive their share
of attention. It presents
tlie store news a little
ahead, giving the prospective purchaser time
to plan a shopping tour
for tho next morning.

T
Wise advertisers patronize Tlie Citizen because
they kno-vtheir adver-

tisements are seen and
read at the homes In the
evening, and If they arc
offering something worthy of attention,
their
ad has accomplished Its
mission.

I
The Citizen has never
given premiums to sub-sc- r
Users but Is subscribed
to and paid for on Its)
news merits,
showing
that Its subscribers have
money with which to buy
what they want from
legitimate
iiiercliants.
These arc the people
Tho Citizen Invites to
your store.

z
The Citizen employs
man wIhmo business it la
to look after your advertising .wants.
He will
write your copy If you
wish. If not, he vtill see
that your uds ure "set
up" to look their bent
and he will attend to
them from day to day.

E
Are you advertising In
The Citizen? Your
are, and are
proliting by it. Do you
think conservative business men are spending
money where they are
not gcttiiiu result? Get
In the swim and watcb
your business grow.
com-ixtito-

rs

N
Is the Best

Advertising
Medium

niu-ou-

testimonials rree.
K. J. CMK.NKY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists. 76c. f
Take Halls Family Pills for constl
pat Ion.
A vole agaiimt

l lie

tote against Greater

wer

bonds

AllMicjucrcjue.

Ik a

in

Albuquerque

'ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

rAfllR FTOTfT.

.TAMWUV

MONDAY.

city last evening on the flyer and QOCXXCXXXOOOCXJOCXXXXJCXXXX)
this mornlnir wears a smile thnt won't
mine o(T. The occasion for his merrl-- I
COMPARE OUR
mint Is the arrival of C W. WriRht.
Jr..
who arrived nt Mr. Wright's
heme (n l'asadenn last evening.
Immigration Inspector W, li. llrrcn
if turned tn the eity this nvirnlnR
business at
'from attending
Kl Paso.
Horn, this morning to Mr. nnd Mrs.
:. 1'. Davie of Wlllanl, X. M.. a r'r
vth the 30c or 35c cof'rahy, Mr. and Mrs. I)avles are stop-- 1
ing at St. Joseph's hospital.
fee you are using.
Colonel ltolxrt llojiper of New
York, spent yesterday ill the eity. Mr.
You will find it as good,
in
Hopper is ixtensirely interested
snd probably better.
mines nnd left last night for Mexico.
MctSjlllvray. a prominent
Mint an
And it is always the
M11 ep owner of
arrived in
Fpend
uni"
will
morning
city
the
this
same. Try a package.
pevernl day lo re a miest of the .stur-pe- s
hotel.
You won't regret it.
Cliirles V. Spader, county
of Sandoval county, arrived
rein the city last evening and will
main hen: for a l'W days on busi-

IS.

I!0.

i

25c

I

Our Winter Clearance Sale
of

Felt Slippers'and broken lines of Men's, Women's and

Children's Shoes commences
Included in this sale are Patent Colt, Vici Kid, HoxCalf and
Gunmetal Shoes, as well as several styles of dainty Oxfords.
goods, and guaranteed to give
Th?y are all new,
satisfaction. We have not all sizes in every line, but out of
lie whole assortment can suit and fit most everybody.
Here are a few of our offerings
$3 00
S4 00 Shoes for
$3 50 Shoes for
....$2.25
$3 oo Shoes for
$2.00
$2 50 Shoes for
for
$1.20
$1.50 Felt Julietes
95
$1.25 Felt Julietes for
te

ver.

PERSONAL
PARAGRAPHS

COMPETITION

COAL

IN

Insure

We are prepared to meet all competition in
coal prices, and guarantee quality and quantity for your money. We handle the best coal,
mill wood, mountain wood and kindling.
Phone for prices.

MOUTH

arrived last night from Santa Fe.
tral school building on Wednesday
F. I). Huning of Luis Lunas Is en- afternoon nt 4 o'clock, and all the citijoying a few days' vacation In this zens interested In this cause are corilty.
dially invited to attend.
Deputy I'nited Slates Marshal Kd
liest coffee In town for the money,
No. 37 Blend. Richelieu grocery.
Newcomer of this city is in Las CruJ
ess in charge of the ease against
Iv. It. Habcock of
the
Smelting company, is in the city on Frank Maynard and Lee Miller,
charged with
Santa Fe trainmen,
business,
Chinamen into the United
Fred Huning of Huning & Connell smuggling
of Ios I.un.is, was in the city visiting States,
A. Ilossl, Italian general consul at
yesterday.
has cabled the Italian earth-ouak- e
Denver,
K. J. Flelschmann
nnd wife of
sufferers a total of $17,920.14.
Denver, ure In the !ty, guest at the ..lbuqucrque
and vicinity contributed
Aivarado hotel,
ever $900 through the Italian consul
1,000 pounds prunes to io closed and a third as much more through
out at 5 cents a pound at the Iliche-lic- u other sources.
grocery.
The Royal Highlanders will meet In
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. Wassoen, 507 regular session Wednesday evening,
nine-pouSouth High street, yesterday, a
January 20, in the Knights of Columdaughter.
bus new hall, located at 211 West
F. P. Olllnll Jl uell known elHynn Central avenue. A social dance will
I
the meeting. J. W. Wilson,
of Clovis, N. M.. is In the city for a follow
secretary.
short visit with friends.
John A. Johnson, grand knight of
J. V. Harrison,
postmaster
and
t.eneral merchant at Pecos, was here Albuquerque Council, Knights of Co
from a visit
has returned
j. lumbus,
jesterday visiting friends.
Ias Vegas and Raton. Mr. JohnMajor W. If. H. Llewellyn of Ijis lrom
son officiated as territorial deputy
Ciuces. was a visitor In t lie city yestad Installed the officers in the Las
terday, en route to Santa Fe.
Vegas and Raton council, who are
Regular meeting of the Modern to serve during the year.
Brotherhood in Knights of Columbus
Marshal
Deputy United States
hall tomorrow evening. Initiation.
James Smith returned tills morning
George li. Kyan left last night for lrom Fort Way. Ind., where he atKl Pa so, after spending several days tended the funeral of a brother. Mr.
in the city on business and pleasure. Smith says that he wouldn't live In
Mark Kedding left yesterday morn- Indiana for the state. It was zero
ing for Los Lunas, where he has ac- w hen he was there, and two feet of
cepted a position with Huning & Cou- mow covered the ground.
ncil.
Any part or nil or the first floor of
Smoked Finnan Ircadle at the San tile Luna and Striekler building Is
row ready for occupancy and will he
Jom Market.
leased to responsible parties. Any
Miss Isabel Mordy of 309 South alterations desired will be made to
gone
Walter street, has
to Bibo, N. suit tenants. Total floor space,
M., where she has accepted a posisquare feet. liasement same dition as school teacTier.
mensions. Steam heat and all other
Apply W. S.
W. A. Fleming Jones, a well known modern improvements.
leal estate man of Ias Cruees, was Striekler.
a visitor in the city yesterday,
en
The feature picture at the skating
route to Colorado Springs.
Irink tonight will be "Mary, Queen of
Fresh smoked White Fish at the Scots." a lifelike portrayal of the
San Jose Market.
main Incident in tno me or .Mary
The, early life of the quern,
Stuart.
Mr. and Mrs. Jaeobson of Topeka,
while ruK'r, her imprisonKan., are in the city for a short visit. her trouble escape,
the chase, a lleree
and
Mr. Jaeobsiiti is a merchant in the ment
fight between her followers and those
K ansas capital.
of Queen Klizaboth, the trial and the
W. Wriitht. traveling representa- execution are shown. "The Heart of a
tive for the ltiithi nberg-SchloCigar lypsy Maid" is & romantic film with
company of this city, arrived In the abundance of sentiment, while "The

D. K. B. Skllkiis, V. Pres. HJ- C. Floi knov, See.
-

Whitney Company
;,4

North 1st Street

WITH AMPLE MEANS

Wholesale Prices
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

BANK COMMERCE
OF

LBUQDERQUE. N. M.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

12,-O-

CAPITAL. S150.000
OrriCERS

A NO DIRECTORS

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S. STKICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwe I,

more; all this season's make,

te.

95c A GARMENT
Worth up to $2.50; some very good things
which you cannot afford to miss.

Suits at $2.90, $3.90 and $4.90; worth up to
$7.50. Knee Pants 45c, worth 75c.

OTHER SPECIAL VALUES
50c Suspenders at 25c 35c Neckwear at 25c
35c Hosiery at 20c
$3.50 Douglas Shoes at $2.90
66.00 Hannan Shoes at $3.90 (broken lines)

9 a.
1 p.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO CALL AROUND

:
x
Kodak Developing 2nd Finishing

The Central Avenue Clothier

Personal Attention Given
to All Work.
Mall Orders Solicited.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Hawley on the Corner

Another Shipment of

Itepult of Eating Hors.-fis one
of the funniest pictures ever
In this city.
Prof. Kennedy, erstwhile instructor
nt tile Albuquerque AtliK tic c'ub, has
received a challenge to tight Wallace,
the Las Vega.s colored man, at the
.Meadow City January 2'.K The Iaa
Vegas club offers a purse and a cut of
gate receipts.
Kennedy, should he
accept, will have to train in public for
six days before the tight. Tin- pr motor of the fight says that there
will be no Interference a the exhibition will be given under the auspices
of a club, In the name of a smuker.
l

I

-

From National Biscuit Co.
Give us your order
and you will receive
only the very freshest. All kinds of bulk

Mrs. R. B. Patten

Cookies and

Lady Assistant

The l'urc Food Law,
Secretary Wilson says, "One of the
objects of the law Is to Inform the
consumer of the presence of certain
hurmful drugs in medicines." The law
line
well
ri quires that the amount of chlorogoods.
form, opium, morphine
and other
habit forming drugs be stated on the
lfbel of each bottle. The manufacturers of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
have always claimed that their remedy did not contain
any of these
diugs and the truth of this claim is
now fully proven, as no mention of
205 South First Street
them Is made on the label. This remedy Is not only one of the safest but
one of the best In use for coughs and
colds. Its value ha been proven beWHKN YOU liUY CUT OLASS ASK FOH
xtmcn ixnt laiiLicATiox.
yond question during the many years
it has been In general use. For sale Department of the interior, U. S.
by ail druggists.
Land Oftlce at Santa Fe, New Mexico. Nov. 24, 1908.
We have both makes. Our stock is larjje. Every piece marked very
It Is a good deal easier an.) whole
low in plain, figures. We will yive a 10 por cent discount on these goods
lot more pleasant to save a dollar by
Notice U hereby given that Fran-c- o
taking advantage of our special salo
to reduce stock.
County,
Trujlllo
Bernalillo
of shoes than it Is to earn this who on Feb. of
Home- 1, li06, made
by
amount
We
must
close
work.
hard
The Leading
Ave.
Central
07,168, No. 8,
No.
entry
erial
t.ad
out every pair of our winter shoes
1 1
24, township
Albuquerque
Jeweler
before the opening of the spring sea- S6. fur NKU, tisuction
east, N. M. 1'. Mer- son and have cut their prices from 25 11 north, range
of intention to
to 33 per cent. This is a good chance ildian, 'has tiled notice
proof, to establish
to lay In a supply for future use, make final
to the land above described,
after providing for present wants. claim
before II. W. K. Otero, U. tS. Court
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Cen
New
Commissioner at Albuquerque,
tral avenue.
Mexico, on March 13, 1909,
Claimant names as witnesses:
TOO IiATU TO CLASSIFY.
Darlo Chavez, Manuel Gonzales,
IXXST
Sunday afternoon
a child's Donaclano Gutierrez, Fllomeno Buen- red cot on Fast Central avenue. Ite- - abenta, all of Ban Tedro, N. M.
turn. 114 West Copper.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
e are snow'nS a 'ne ' Kspecial- WANTKIV A woman to oook and as
o
FOP lIlC NEW YEAR
sist In housework. Cull at !X)3 West
NOTICK Foil ri'HLK'ATIO.N.
;
ly Pretty Hats this week. The
Copper.
S.
U.
n
Department of the Interior,
prices range from $1.50 and up and there is variety enough to
llravc lire laddie.
Ijind Ofliee at Santa Fe. New Mexsuit most any taste.
often receive severe burns, putting out
ico. Nov. 24, 1908.
fires, then use r,uckleii' Arnica Salve
o
Phone 944
Corner Central and Fifth
Notice is hereby given that
and forget them. It soon drives out
Ruenaventa, of Rernailllo counpain. For burns scalds, wound, cuts
and bruises its earth's greatest healer. ty, who, on Feb. 1, 1906, made homeQuickly cures skin eruptions
old stead entry serial No. 07167, No.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE sor. bolls, ulcers, felon--- ; be: t pile
for NVi, Section 24, township
'ire made, lielief Is Instant. !5c at 11 north, range 6 east. N. M. Prln.
J
Wtst Sllvar Avtnui
.1 dealers.
Meridian, has filed notice of intenTELEPHONE 97
AthuQUCrQu. P. M.
proof, to
tion to make final
CITIZEN
establifh claim to the land above deWANT ADS
scribed, before II. V. S. Otero. U. S.
OOOUOOCXCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ ji
xxxx T XXX r XXX XX
BRINO RESULTS
Commissioner, at Albuquerque,
Court
o
?
For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
New Mexico, on March 13, 1909.
Tvtu-licof piano, mandolin and
Claimant names as witnesses:
Millar. I taut rcnsoiiuhle. For terms)
to CALL...Dario Chavez, Manuel Uonzales,
pply Whltiion Music Co.
TruTranqullino Garcia, Francisco
I
Tlie rapid liiereane ui our business jlllo, all of San Pedro, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
is due to good work and fair treat'
WHITE WAGONS
Beginter.
r
(vrryrrryyx-xxxxxxxxxjuuumeat of our patrons Hubbs Laundry.
xx jooocxxxOCXXjrrxxxxxxJCi

Crackers

as a full
as
package
of

I

SKINNER'S;

FVFRITT
CVLlil
oooot.oooc;Gco

THE GREAT
AL

Clothing Sale
ENDS NEXT SATURDAY

Filo-nien-

One Week only of Slaughtered Prices
on First Class Merchandise

W.J. PATTERSON

i

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
1 19

W. Gold

tff

N

Briggs

B. II.

STREET.

& Co.

DRUGGISTS
ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Cold Ave. and 1st S!.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
Occidental Building

Bring Us Your Prescription

Champion Grocery Co.
Matteuccl Bros.
Thone

51

SPECIALS

Ranch egs. jut iloz
10c
Case ckk". lep oz
35u
Saucrkruiit, fir qt
10c
Sour pickles, jit qt
10c
2(K;
tirwii Olives pp qt
Chow Chow, pr qt
30c
Sweet oranges, all sixes, per
box
ts.75
All Ivlnds of Fresh Meat and

Grorles.

Let Vs Have

Trial Order.

W. TIJerns.

622-02- 1

The

BEST COAL
at the....

BEST PRICE

:

"

n

1 22

Strong Brothers

Crackers

'wwoiflornaoeoootoonioooo
HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

Remember--

S. Second

Jl

GALLUP LUMP COAL
GALLUP

EGG COAL

!

r

-

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

:

Boys Suits and Knee Pants

1

ss

SEMI-ANNU-

up-to-da-

d

Broken Lines of Underwear

m. to 12 m.
tn. to 8 p. m.
Rooms 19 ami 22 (.rant Building.
303 I V West Central

HOURS:

one-tfiir-

j

WholesaleHardware
Mail Orders Solicited.

strictly

Bring this advertisement to
Madam Halle and get trial
reading for 50c or a full
life reading for $1.00.

j

f.jl

Worth

Lifetime.

-

FIRST STREET

$17.50, $14.75 and $10.75

A Chance of a

I

JOHN
S.2 BEA VEN
phone a

SUITS&OVERCOATS

MALOY'S

There will "ie a regular review of
$3.00
Alamo
No. 1 L. ( . T. M., at I. .
Fresh shipment of FInan Iladdie at O. F. Hive
tomorrow at 2:30 p. m.
hall
the San Jose Market.
By order of Lady Commander. TemA regular meeting of the cltv coun
perance Whitcomb, It. K.
cil will be held tonight.
There will be a- meeting of the
Jacob Gross of tiroes, Kelly & Co..' Civic Improvement society at the Cen-

n

the seller is anxious to dispose of his merchandise. We are exceedingly 'anxious to dispose of
all winter goods, and therefore call your attention again to our GREEN TAG SALE.

er

matters.

the Occidental Life.
hats now $1.00 at The Hub.
In

lirt'iiniwfc

The prudent buyer makes his purchases when

y,

Bhould you fall to recelv Th
Evening Citizen, call up the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. It, and your paper will be
delivered by apeclal messenger.

Flournoy, Pres.

2C

Printers and others Interested In
the printing trades will be interested
to learn that they can secure the Inland Printer of O. J. Krnemer, at The
PHONE 72
Citizen office.
Mr. nnd Mrs. S. C. Andros. who UOOCXJOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOOO
been here for several weeks, the
fuests of Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Flour-nnleft on the limited yesterday for
Vatsonvllle, Cal.
Captain 1). C. Abbott, district attorney of Santa Fe county, accompanied by his wife, were visitors In
t!ie eitv yesterday, eii route to Santa
y,. from southern New .Mexico.
Hnrrv W Kellv. C C. Itobblns. A
(!. Adams, Clarence Iden and W'm.l
White, of Las Vegas, arrived last
right and will remain in the city for
e sho't time, attending
to business

SC1I1TT CANDY CO.
Sttfiiul Door North of I O.

$2-7-

M. W.

i

1

i si:s
oiuhv
present of a box of candy, especially when it comes from Sehutt's. If
y ni have in ver tried the experiment
advise you t buy a box. Take it
to your wife or sweetheart nnd see
The Smile That Won't O.ine Off.
And If you have, a sweet tooth in
our head a taste out of the box w ill
for ness.
make you our steady customer
A

SATURDAY, JANUARY 16th

SO

GOFFEE

I!

MILL WOOD AND KINDLING

AZTEC FUEL Cfl. Phone 251

:

5

